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This dissertation is focused on material property exploration and analysis using
computational quantum mechanics methods. Theoretical calculations were performed
on the recently discovered hexahydride materials A2SiH6 (A=Rb, K) to calculate the
lattice dynamics of the systems in order to check for structural stability, verify the ex-
perimental Raman and infrared spectrospcopy results, and obtain the theoretical free
energies of formation. The electronic structure of the systems was calculated and the
bonding and ionic properties of the systems were analyzed. The novel hexahydrides
were compared to the important hydrogen storage material KSiH3. This showed that
the hypervalent nature of the SiH2−6 ions reduced the Si-H bonding strength consid-
erably. These hydrogen rich compounds could have promising energy applications as
they link to alternative hydrogen fuel technology.
The carbide systems Li-C (A=Li,Ca,Mg) were studied using ab initio and evolu-
tionary algorithms at high pressures. At ambient pressure Li2C2 and CaC2 are known
to contain C2−2 dumbbell anions and CaC2 is polymorphic. At elevated pressure both
CaC2 and Li2C2 display polymorphism. At ambient pressure the Mg-C system con-
tains several experimentally known phases, however, all known phases are shown to
be metastable with respect to the pure elements Mg and C. First principle investi-
gation of the configurational space of these compounds via evolutionary algorithms
results in a variety of metastable and unique structures.
The binary compounds ZnSb and ZnAs are II-V electron-poor semiconductors
with interesting thermoelectric properties. They contain rhomboid rings composed
of Zn2Sb2 (Zn2As2) with multi-centered covalent bonds which are in turn covalently
bonded to other rings via two-centered, two-electron bonds. Ionicity was explored via
Bader charge analysis and it appears that the low ionicity that these materials display
is a necessary condition of their multicentered bonding. Both compounds were found
i
to have narrow, indirect band gaps with multi-valley valence and conduction bands;
which are important characteristics for high thermopower in thermoelectric materials.
Future work is needed to analyze the lattice properties of the II-V CdSb-type systems,
especially in order to find the origin of the extremely low thermal conductivity that
these systems display.
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Quantum mechanics has proved to be one of the greatest discoveries of mankind. The
theory has been successfully applied to physics, biology and chemistry. In condensed
matter physics and materials science it has been used to accurately predict a wide
variety of properties in materials, including the energy levels of atoms, covalent bonds,
the differences between metals and insulators, equilibrium structures, phonons, and
even prediction of new — otherwise unknown — structures, to name a few [1–6].
As such, a very large number of resources (both human and otherwise) have been
devoted to using quantum mechanics to study the properties of materials [3]. With
the wave equation, humanity obtained a very deep understanding of the energetics of
matter at the atomic scale.
Unfortunately, while the mathematical equations resulting from Schro¨dinger’s ap-
proach are extremely useful they have proved to also be extremely complex. This was
illustrated in 1929 by Dirac [7]:
The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory
of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely
known, and the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws
leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble. It therefore be-
comes desirable that approximate practical methods of applying quantum
mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an explanation of the
main features of complex atomic systems without too much computation.
[emphasis mine]
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It has been 84 years since this statement and the ongoing struggle of computational
quantum mechanics is obtaining fast and efficient methods to accurately calculate the
properties of materials. Today, even with the vast parallel computers available, solving
Schro¨dingers equations directly is nearly impossible for systems with more than a
very small number of electrons. Many methods have been developed to overcome
this hurdle, but currently the most efficient (least computationally expensive) is DFT
(density functional theory) [2, 3].
DFT, unlike other methods, removes coupling between coordinates in the many-
electron Schro¨dinger equation and will always, unless a major algorithmic break-
through occurs, be able to handle more atoms (electrons) than other methods [3, 8].
DFT is also useful because it contributes to the basic understanding of the systems
under investigation. DFT is focused on the electron density ρ(r), a quantity in the
real 3-dimensional space. The electron density is a physical property that is easily
visualizable and that quickly allows an interpretation of atoms and their bonding
properties [9].
It is because of the great success of quantum mechanics that there has arisen a
structure-property paradigm within condensed matter physics. That is, the structure
of the material is made up of atoms and electrons that interact on the atomic scale,
these interactions then determine the behavior of the material on the macroscopic
scale, which is the scale of interest for experimentalists and for technological appli-
cations. Computational quantum mechanics creates a bridge between these different
length scales [10].
In computational quantum mechanics the structure of the material is always de-
fined on the atomistic scale where quantum mechanics is applied to the actions of
ions and electrons. In order to perform predictive calculations on a material it is
always necessary to obtain a structure on which to operate. Traditionally this has
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been done by the theoretician receiving the ionic positions (and lattice parameters,
if the structure is crystalline) from an experimentalist. The experimentalist in turn
obtains the structure from x-ray diffraction, neutron scattering, etc. A new approach,
becoming more and more popular within the last decade, is theoretical structure pre-
diction. In this approach theory is involved in the entire process, from discovery of
initial structure to property analysis [11–13].
Theoretical structure prediction is very important to both theoretical and ex-
perimental solid state chemistry and physics. The classic approach to theoretical
condensed matter physics is not feasible when detailed information about a structure
is unknown. It is often very time consuming and difficult for experimentalists to
synthesize new chemical compounds at various conditions. Furthermore, structure
prediction is entirely necessary under such extreme conditions where experimental
research is not possible, e.g. materials that exist in the center of the earth or in gas
clouds in space [14].
In the last 10-15 years there have been major advances in theoretical structure
prediction. This is due to the scientific push towards nanoparticles (where analysis
of differing structures can be impossible), a massive growth of computing power and
the appearance of many new theoretical and computational methods designed for
structure prediction [2, 10]. There are, now, many different approaches to structure
prediction, some of these include: basin/minima hopping [15, 16], random structure
searching [17, 18], particle swarm [19–22], simulated annealing [23–25], and evolution-
ary algorithms [6, 11, 13, 26]. These methods are predominantly focused on crystal
structure prediction and they are all designed to explore the energy landscape of the
compound, usually in order to find the global minimum.
While the prediction of new structures is not yet fully polished, the theoretical
ability to be involved in the complete process of material discovery and analysis is
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ever increasing. A good example of this is the recent work by Meredig and Wolverton
[27]. In their paper, published in Nature Materials, they describe an approach which
is not pure theoretical prediction but rather a hybrid of experimental structure re-
finement and theoretical structure prediction. The idea behind their method is that
the experimentalist usually obtains some information about the structure of a mate-
rial (e.g. candidate space groups) which can then be fed into a theoretical structure
prediction algorithm. This type of method is unique in that it combines both the
strengths of theory and experiment to make the refinement of difficult structures pos-
sible. Methods such as these [28–30] can greatly assist experimentalists, but they are
not purely predictive and so will not be able to find structures without some previous
experimental synthesis.
It is interesting to imagine what condensed matter physics will be like in 20 years.
With an ever increasing computational power along with the refinement and discovery
of new algorithms it will probably be possible to theoretically explore at least small
structures in real time. This would include the characterization of electronic and
lattice properties as well as any other properties related to the total energy.
This work is one step into that future, it is composed of: (1) the exploration of
the properties of the II-V semiconductors ZnM (M=As,Sb), (2) the hydrides A2SiH6
(A=K,Rb) and KSiH3, and (3) the prediction and characterization of new carbide
compounds. The II-V semiconductors are promising thermoelectric materials that
exhibit unique bonding, while the hydrides are possible materials for hydrogen stor-
age; these systems could be important for energy related applications. The new
crystalline carbide materials show unique electronic and bonding properties and add
a new feature to condensed matter physics and chemistry.
The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter two gives a brief description of the
backgrounds of density functional and density functional perturbation theories and
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describe the related methods and computational packages used for material property
analysis. Chapter three is a non-comprehensive overview of modern methods for
crystal structure prediction. Chapters four through eight describe results, obtained
from using the methods and strategies illustrated in the first three chapters. Chapter
four illustrates a joint theoretical/experimental study of the K-Si-H hydrogen storage
materials, chapter five describes the exploration of the high pressure phases of Li2C2
and CaC2, chapter six and seven are theoretical structure prediction investigations of
alkali and alkaline earth metal carbides, and chapter eight is a report on the study of




2.1 Density Functional Theory
The origins of density functional theory (DFT) can be traced back to 1926 in
which Thomas and Fermi approximated a method for finding the electronic structure
of atoms using the ground state density of single electrons [31, 32]. The Thomas-Fermi
theory was too simple, however, for the binding of molecules and therefore not useful
for chemistry [33]. It wasn’t until almost 40 years later in 1964 when Hohenberg and
Kohn published their paper simply titled “Inhomogeneous Electron Gas” where they
showed that the ground state energy of an electron gas can be described completely
by a functional of the electron density, even in the presence of an external potential
[34]. Building upon this work Kohn and Sham published a foundational paper a year
later in 1965 which showed that the many body problem can be replaced by a set of
self consistent equations; analogous to Hartree and Hartree Fock (HF) [1, 2], that can
be solved for a system of single electron orbitals φ(r) whose total density is exactly
that of the real system [35]. The Kohn Sham (KS) method is still in use today and
is the modern method used for DFT calculations [3].
The Kohn Sham equations that solve for the orbitals φ(r) that minimize the
energy of the system are(−~2∇2
2me
+ VN(r) + VH(r) + VXC [ρ(r)]
)







|Ri − rj| , (2.2)
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and VXC is the exchange-correlation potential.
While both the Hartree-Fock and KS methods are based on self consistent equa-
tions using one electron orbitals, there is a critical difference. Namely, in the KS
method, the exact density of the system ρ(r) is defined by the one electron density.
The exchange-correlation potential VXC is designed to make the KS energy, EKS,
(i.e. the energy of the sytem) exact and also to make the electrons in the system
obey the Pauli principle. It is clear from eqn. 2.1 that the DFT calculation is only
as good as its exchange-correlation approximation which will be discussed briefly in
section 2.1.1.
The KS equations are solved self consistently by assuming a charge density to
estimate the exchange-correlation potential, this density is then inserted into eqn. 2.3
to find the Hartree potential. This new Hartree potential is mixed with potentials
from previous iterations of the KS equation and a new output potential is inserted






This most recent density is then used to create new exchange-correlation and
Hartree potentials. The process is iteratively repeated until the difference between
the potential or charge density from one iteration to the next is within some tolerance
[2].
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ρ(r)(EXC [ρ(r)]− VXC [ρ(r)])d3r, (2.5)








For the Kohn-Sham approach for solving the Hamiltonian to work, the exchange-
correlation energy functional must be approximated. The simplest technique used
to approximate the exchange-correlation is the local density approximation (LDA)
which was first introduced in Kohn and Sham’s 1965 paper. The LDA assumes that
the exchange functional is completely localized, i.e. no long range effects. In LDA
the exchange energy per electron of a homogeneous electron gas at point r is equal to
the exchange energy per electron X(r) of the electronic system under study, which
has the same density ρ(r) as the homogeneous electron gas at the same point r. This





And the exchange potential can be calculated via eqn 2.6.
Despite its simplicity, and that it was known to underbind molecules, the LDA
was almost-universally used for DFT calculations even into the late 80’s when the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) began to become accurate enough for
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chemical calculations [36, 37]. GGA is similar to LDA except that the exchange-
correlation energy not only depends on the local density but also the gradient of
that density [38]. Hybrid functionals appeared in the early 90’s which meshed the
GGA and Hartree-Fock exchanges, which ultimately led to B3LYP [39]. Modern
DFT calculations are mostly split into two different camps depending on the type of
calculation: PBE-GGA and B3LYP, the latter is popular for molecular calculations
and is a hybrid functional incorporating a portion of the the exchange from Hartree-
Fock theory, and the former is a direct generalized-gradient parametrization of the
free electron gas with no free parameters and is popular for solid extended systems
which is the focus of this work [40].
2.1.2 Pseudopotentials
The periodic table is periodic because it is based on the idea that elements can be
arranged together with like elements that have similar properties. This periodicity
is due to the outer shell of electrons that contribute to the majority of the physical
properties of the element. This is the reason why both sodium and potassium have
similar chemical properties, for example they both lose an electron to form an ionic
face-centered-cubic crystal when combined with chlorine. This similarity is due to
the fact that they both have one s-orbital valence electron even though sodium has
11 total electrons and potassium has 19. While sodium has 11 electrons, 10 of these
electrons, the core electrons, do not play a significant role in the bonding properties
of the element.
Pseudopotentials reduce the difficulty in quantum calculations by incorporating
these ideas. The pseudopotential replaces the all-electron potential with one that
simulates only the chemically active valence electrons states [41]. For the chemical
properties of the element to behave properly the pseudopotential must still match
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the original all-electron potential’s properties, e.g. eigenvalue spectrum and charge
density, outside of the atoms core region some distance rc away from the atom cen-
ter. Within the atomic core the pseudopotential replaces the core electrons with a
potential that is weaker at the core but beyond rc, in the chemically active region,
the pseudo-wave functions behave like the all-electron wave functions.
Today pseudopotentials come in several typical flavors: norm conserving [41],
ultrasoft [42], and augmented plane wave methods [43]. The norm conserving pseu-
dopotentials have been around since 1979 but the ultrasoft pseudoptentials have been
gaining favor because they require a lower kinetic cutoff energy. The augmented plane
wave method, like the ultrasoft psuedopotentials, moves away from the norm conserv-
ing approach and a form of it is used in most of the calculations in this work [44].
2.2 Program Packages
Since this study is based on computational quantum mechanics. It follows that
the brunt of the computational work was performed using various software packages.
These packages include the Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with Thou-
sands of Atoms (Siesta) [45–47], Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package [48–51], Abinit
[52–55] and Quantum Espresso [56]. They all solve the wave equation using the DFT
approximation. The main difference between each package is their ease of use or abil-
ity to compute different properties. Siesta is the only package that uses AO (atomic
orbital) basis sets while the rest use plane waves and are designed for calculations on
periodic systems.
2.2.1 Siesta
Siesta [45–47] is a code written in Fortran 90 designed to solve the wave equation
using DFT via atomic orbital basis sets. The software is available free to academic
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users at http://icmab.cat/leem/siesta/. It can use both the local density (LDA)
and the generalized gradient approximations (GGA) to solve the KS equations and
it operates using norm-conserving pseudopotentials. It is capable of calculating to-
tal energies, forces, stresses, k-point sampling in the Brillouin zone and performing
constant temperature molecular dynamics via the Nose´-Hoover algorithm [57, 58].
In this work Siesta was used rarely. This is mostly due to the fact that AO are less
practical when operating on periodic systems than PW (plane-waves). However, this
package was necessary when performing structure prediction on molecular crystals
with USPEX (cf. section 3.2.5). Siesta incorporates the Z-matrix representation
[59], this allows structural geometry of molecules to be constrained within the crystal
environment, which can enforce a particular molecular within to the crystal to remain
unchanged throughout the structure prediction process.
2.2.2 Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
The Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [48–51] is one of the most widely
used ab initio codes available. VASP solves the quantum mechanical problem via the
Kohn-Sham DFT approach (see section 2.1) and recently (as of version 5.2) it can
also calculate the lattice dynamics via density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)
(section 2.4.2) at the Brillouin zone center (i.e. no Bloch waves). This new feature
allows the user a quick approach to check experimental frequency studies.
The most likely reasons for VASPs widespread use are its (1) ease of use, (2)
the number properties it can calculate and (3) its pseudopotentials. VASP requires
only four simple text files to perform its quantum calculations, the input file (which
contains all of the current simulation’s operational parameters), a file containing the
system structure, the special k-points file, and the pseudopotentials. The k-points
can be automatically generated via the Monkhorst-Pack method, depending on the
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grid of choice, and the pseudopotentials are installed along with the main program.
The input file is easy to edit with a good knowledge of the problem to be solved and
therefore the structure is the only unknown variable which must be obtained either
experimentally or through structure prediction (cf. chapter 3).
The list of properties that VASP can calculate, like most modern DFT packages,
is quite long (see the manual at www.vasp.at). However, in this work it has been
most useful for calculations of the electronic free energies of the system at particular
pressures and the structure of the electronic bands. VASP calculates the forces on
atoms as well as the stress tensor which allows relaxation of a system to a target
volume. This in turn allows an efficient calculation of the phase diagram (enthalpy
vs. pressure, i.e. Gibbs Free energy at 0 K) .
The most useful feature of VASP is its approach to pseudopentials. VASP can
use either Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials (US-PP) or the projector augmented
wave method (PAW) [44, 60]. Both these methods have been shown to allow relatively
fast calculations because the number of the plane waves used can be kept low even
for transition metals and the first row elements.
2.2.3 Abinit
Abinit is an open source code freely available at www.abinit.org [52–55]. The code,
like VASP, is based on the DFT approach to calculate electronic energies with the use
of plane wave basis sets. The code does not use the projector augmented plane wave
method when calculating lattice dynamics, so the calculations using Abinit can take
more time due to an increase in the number of plane waves required. It does however,
incorporate ultrasoft pseudopotentials along with the older standard norm-conserving
potentials.
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In this work Abinit has been use to calculate lattice dynamic properties. Abinit
can directly calculate the dynamical matrices in the complete Brillouin zone, not just
at the Γ-point. This allows the calculation of the phonons, phonon density of states
and other related thermaldynamic functions (section 2.4). Abinit, like VASP, can
compute symmetries of inserted structures and therefore can use symmetry to create
Monkhorst-Pack special k-points in the reduced Brillouin zone. Abinit also allows the
generation of structures with simple knowledge of the crystallographic symmetries, a
very useful feature.
2.2.4 Quantum Espresso
Quantum Espresso (QE) is freely available from http://www.quantumespresso.org.
It is an open source package that is based on DFT, plane wave basis sets and pseudopo-
tentials [56]. Similar to both Abinit and VASP it incorporates both the generalized
gradient and the local density approximation. The package works with most forms
of pseudopotentials, however, it also does not include the projector augmented-wave
method when performing DFPT calculations.
There are many different types of calculations that the code can perform. For
instance: spin-orbit coupling, DFT+U (LDA+U and GGA+U), structural optimiza-
tion via the stress tensor and forces, time dependent density functional theory. For
this work, however, the major use of QE has been the calculation of response prop-
erties via DFPT. Like Abinit, QE can calculate phonon frequencies and eigenvectors
at any wavevector in the Brillouin zone.
Also like Abinit, it can calculate electron-phonon interactions which are needed
for calculating superconductive properties via BCS theory. QE is used widely in the
literature to calculate superconductivity because it has a smart approach to coupling
phonons to the electronic states at the Fermi level. That is the phonons are calculated
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using an electronic k-point mesh (eg. 10x10x10) which is usually much coarser than
the electronic k-point mesh (eg. 40x40x40) which defines the electronic density of
states at the Fermi level. This approach allows the phonons to be calculated relatively
quickly while still having the accuracy of a dense mesh for the electronic states.
2.3 Properties and Methods
The purpose of computational quantum mechanics is the theoretical analysis of
the properties of materials. There is a plethora of different properties that can be
predicted using quantum mechanics and in this work the focus has been on those
that describe the electronic bonding properties, the structural stability and the phase
diagram of the system. The bonding properties of a material can be obtained di-
rectly from analysis of the electronic charge density immediately available after any
DFT calculation.This approach to understanding atomic bonding was described by R.
Bader [61, 62] which he called “Atoms in Molecules.” Another approach to analysis
of electronic bonding within a system is the Wannier [63–65] method, which projects
the Bloch functions into real space. The phase diagram can be explored via the
electronic total energy of the system as well as information from the stress tensors
(i.e. pressure). And, structural stability can be measured via the prediction of the
phonons within the material. If the phonons are real everywhere within the Brillouin
zone, then the system is stable. Phonons and lattice properties are discussed in detail
in section 2.4.
2.3.1 Atoms in Molecules: atomic charge approximation
According to Bader’s approach to atoms in solids, “atoms” can be defined entirely
by their electronic charge density [61, 62]. “Atoms” are defined by volumes in real
space bounded by surfaces of zero-flux. These surfaces are defined as the locations at
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which the gradient of the charge density is perpendicular to the normal vector of the
surface. This method is useful for typical molecular systems where the charge density
reaches a minimum between two atoms. The charge density within a volume space
that now defines a particular “atom” can then be integrated to calculate the total
charge on that “atom”. Clearly, this is a convenient approach to charge analysis on
atoms when paired with DFT.
2.3.2 Wannier functions
The electron wavefunctions that naturally come from DFT calculations of periodic
crystals are Bloch wavefunctions:
ψnk = e
ik·runk, (2.8)
where n is the wavefunction’s band index and k is its wavevector. They are composed
of a piece periodic to the lattice unk multiplied by a plane wave envelope e
ik·r. Their
unique construction makes them fundemental to DFT calculations but leaves them
delocalized in real space. While analyzing molecular bonding it is very useful to know
the location of electrons in the molecule, e.g. to study the bonding between atoms.
It would be nice therefore, if it were possible to represent the Bloch wavefunctions in
real space in such a way that the wavefunctions were localized about a certain volume
in that space. For this we turn to Wannier functions.
Wannier functions are localized representations of the Bloch wavefunctions in real
space [63–65]. They are unitary transformations of the Bloch wavefunctions akin to
inverse-Fourier transforms from reciprocal to real space. The Wannier functions are







where each Wannier function |wnR〉 is written in terms of its band index n, the lattice
vector R; which defines the location of the function, and V is the volume of the real






The Bloch states are invariant under a phase transformation
unk → eiθn(k)unk (2.11)
as long as the boundary condition ψn,k+G = ψn,k is applied. Here θn(k) is a real
function of k. However, the Wannier functions; which are constructed from the Bloch
functions, do not simply change overall phases with phase transformation, their shape
and spacial spread may change as well. In order to overcome this limitation Marzari
and Vanderbilt created the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) [63].





where Umn(k) is a unitary matrix at wavevector k that is designed to mix the N
composite bands at that wavevector. The problem is now reduced to finding a matrix
Umn(k) such that the Wannier functions are maximally localized.
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The resulting Wannier functions are real functions, other than an overall phase
factor. They represent the real space characterization of the Bloch orbitals of the
electrons, and furthermore, the centers and spreads of each MLWF can be obtained
from the algorithm. These two features can be useful for analysis of molecular bond-
ing. For instance, by comparing the spreads Ω of different MLWF within a molecule
it is possible to obtain a better understanding of the localization of the electrons in
the regions (of possible bonding) where the MLWF are located. And, the locations of
the Wannier centers can be used for understanding the bond ionicity as the MLWF
shift away from bond centers.
2.3.3 Phase diagram: Equation of state
The Equation of State (EOS) of a solid is important as it is the relation of several
physical values to one another. Pressure (p), volume (V ) and internal energy (E) can
all be mapped through the equation of state of the system. When comparing multiple
systems it is important to compare their EOS parameters. For instance two structures
of CaC2, which have the same stoicheometry, may have different free energies per atom
at the same pressure and temperature (T ). This allows the energetic comparison of
multiple and sometimes similar structures in E, V , p, and T .
When calculating phase transitions or while using the quasi-harmonic approxima-
tion (cf. section 2.4.1) several structural relaxations are made at different values of V
(p). These are relaxations of both the stress tensor to the target pressure (simulation
cell shape/size) and atomic positions. After relaxation the values of E, V , and p are
known at that particular point. After all desired points in V (p) are known the EOS
can then be calculated via any form of fitting, such as polynomial fitting.
It is however, typical to use the Birch-Murnaghan EOS for solids [66]. Using this
EOS it is possible to obtain the system’s bulk modulus B0 = −V (∂p/∂V )T and its
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derivative B′ = (∂B/∂P )T as well as the energy function E(V ) (E(p)). The third
order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state is:














where V0 is the equilibrium volume. The pressure can also be found from the above
equation via: p = −(∂E/∂V )T , which allows an easy mapping from E(V ) to E(p) or
p(V ).
2.3.4 Electron-Phonon Coupling
The property of superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by Onnes [67]. It is
a macroscopic bulk property that links directly to quantum mechanics. Supercon-
ductivity can be measured in the laboratory as a change in the bulk properties of
materials below the transition (or critical) temperature TC . At the critical tem-
perature the specific heat undergoes an electronic phase transition. Above TC the
electronic specific heat scales linearly with temperature, but, below TC the electronic
contribution to the critical temperature decreases exponentially as the electronic con-
tribution to the specific heat is proportional to the electronic density of states at the
Fermi level. This indicates an energy gap opening at the Fermi level at TC . As the
name implies, below TC superconducting materials have vanishing resistivity. Also
below TC superconductors exhibit the Meissner effect [68], which was first discovered
in 1933. Below TC a perfect superconductor will become a perfect diamagnet as all
external magnetic fields are ejected from the material.
Until around 1950 the theoretical description for superconductivity was not com-
prehensive. However, about that time experimental measurements on isotopes of Hg
showed a clear change in the superconducting transition temperature with change in
isotopic mass, TC ∼M−1/2 [69, 70]. This was a leap forward; it showed that supercon-
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ductivity was not simply an electronic property but that electron-lattice interactions
are heavily involved. About the same time Fro¨hlich [71] studied electron-phonon
interactions via a field-theoretical approach and showed that electrons can have an
affective attractive interaction when mediated by phonons. Seven years later in 1957
Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer [72] provided the basis for all modern theories of
superconductivity (BCS theory).
BCS treated the electrons in a metal as an electron gas in which the electrons
could interact via virtual phonons, in addition to the usual Coulomb screening. In this
theory a simple description of Cooper pairs is when one electron distorts the lattice or
creates a phonon by interactions with nearby ions, another electron responds to the
charge imbalance due to the lattice distortion and annihilates the phonon. In BSC
theory if the Fermi sea of electrons becomes unstable with the formation of Cooper
pairs then the ground state consisting of Cooper pairs is the energetically favorable
and normal state of the system. BCS theory is an electron-lattice-electron interaction
that explains the many experimental observed effects of superconductivity such as the
isotope effect, penetration depth, heat capacity and other experimental phenomenon
[73].
BCS theory however, did not fully describe the superconductive effects in several
systems (eg. Pb and Hg [73]) and further work was needed. Eliashberg theory
[74–76] goes several steps farther than BCS theory and deals with the retardation of
the electron-phonon-electron interaction via the use of Green’s functions. The central
quantity of Eliashberg theory is the Eliashberg function, which describes the electron-
phonon interaction in terms of a spectral density α2F (ω). This spectral density is very
important for theorists because it can be calculated from first principles and can be
used to calculate the electron phonon coupling constant λ and the critical temperature
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TC . Eliashberg theory has been very successful in describing the superconductivity
in many metals [73].
The full Eliashberg theory involves the formalism of two coupled nonlinear equa-
tions designed to find the superconducting energy gap [73], however the key element,







k,k′ |2δ(ik − F )δ(jk′ − F )δ(ω − ωk−k′), (2.16)
where N(F ) is the electronic density of states at the Fermi level, g
i,j
k,k′ is the electron-
phonon matrix element describing the probability amplitude of the interaction, de-
rived from the derivatives of the self consistant field DFT potential in terms of the
ion displacements. F is the Fermi energy, and k (k′) denotes the band energy of an
electron with wavevector k (k′) and band index i (j).
Under this description the electron-phonon coupling constant λ is defined directly







This process describes the scattering of an electron on the Fermi surface with a
phonon in which the electron transfers a crystal momentum k− k′ to a phonon with
frequency ω = ωq=k−k′ .
In order to obtain a theoretical value for the critical temperature of supercon-
ductors McMillan [77] considered 22 numerical solutions from the integral equations
of Eliashberg theory for 0 ≤ µ∗ < 0.25 and 0 < λ < 1.5 using a single shape for
α2F (ω) , which was extracted from the phonon density of states of Nb. Patterned af-
ter McMillans example, Allen and Dynes [78–80] considered more than 200 numerical
solutions with varying shapes and values of lambda. In this description the critical
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− 1.04(1 + λ)
λ− µ∗(1 + 0.62λ)
]
. (2.18)












Unfortunately this theory has one theoretically unknown quantity, µ∗, which is
closely related to the Coulomb pseudopotential of Eliashberg theory that describes
the Coulomb repulsion between two phonon-mediated electrons. In the McMillan and
Allen-Dynes methods µ∗ is considered a fitting parameter, with typical values around
0.1-0.2.
2.4 Lattice Dynamics and Thermodynamics
A phonon is a collective excitation in the bulk lattice which has a unique polar-
ization vector paired with a discrete excitation energy. They represent vibrational
excited states in the quantum mechanical quantization of elastic structures. Phonons
are analogous to photons in the electromagnetic spectrum as phonons are the quanta
of ionic displacement and photons are the quanta of the light radiation field [81].
When studying materials it is important to understand their phonon dispersion
relations. The phonons of a material give a handle on many important properties
which can be experimentally verified (eg. thermodynamic functions like heat ca-
pacity). Because phonons can be directly measured from experiment either via IR
(Infrared) or Raman spectroscopy (which measure phonons at the center of the Bril-
louin zone) or via inelastic neutron scattering (which can measure the full phonon
dispersion relations), and because they are heavily dependent on the accuracy of the
theoretical calculations, they are very useful tools for experimental and theoretical
verification.
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The phonon structure of a solid relates directly to its thermodynamics. Once
the phonon eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are known for a particular
material, many of the thermodynamic functions for that material can be calculated
directly from them. The typical approach to calculating the thermodynamic functions
is to calculate the phonon density of states, which are in turn calculated from the
dispersion relationship. The dispersion relationship ωl(q) defines how a phonon of
mode l disperses in energy within the Brillouin zone with wavevector q. The slope
of the lower frequency phonons, below the Debye frequency, with respect to q define
the speed of sound in the lattice while the higher frequency phonons are called the
optical phonons because they can interact with light.
Once the dispersion relationship is known, the phonon density of states (PDOS)






δ(ω − ωl(q)), (2.20)
where N is the number of atoms in the unit cell. The PDOS is defined so that g(ω)dω
is the number of phonon modes with frequencies in the range ω to ω + dω.
With the PDOS it is possible to calculate the lattice thermodynamic functions of
the material. The contribution from the phonons per unit cell to the internal energy
∆E, the Helmholtz free energy ∆F = ∆E − TS, the constant volume specific heat




















































From the values calculated from equations 2.21 - 2.24 above it is possible to also
calculate the total thermodynamic functions per unit cell as:
F = Eelec + ∆E − TS, (2.25)
E = Eelec + ∆E, (2.26)
H = Eelec + ∆E + pV, (2.27)
G = Eelec + ∆E − TS + pV, (2.28)
where F is the Helmholtz free energy, E is the internal energy, H is the enthalpy,
G is the Gibbs free energy, and Eelec is the electronic energy of the unit cell of the
crystal. Since electronic calculations are generally conducted at T = 0 K it is usually
important to know the total internal energy of a crystal at this temperature. In this









This energy is often called the zero point energy (ZPE) and it is very important
to understanding the phase diagram of a system at 0 K as it can have a large effect
on the free energy of a system. It is the lattice contribution to the system’s internal
energy which is in addition to the energy contributions of the electrons in the system.
Not only can the thermodynamic functions described above be calculated from the
phonon density of states but it is also possible to calculate the atomic displacement
parameters (ADPs) with the knowledge of the corresponding eigenvectors elnα(q) and
the partial density of states of the phonons.











where α and β represent the x, y or z Cartesian coordinates and n is the atom index.
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where Mn is the mass of atom n and the reciprocal lattice vectors bi = 2pi[aj×ak/ai ·
(aj × ak)] (i,j=1, 2 or 3) are defined from the lattice vectors of the crystal ai.
Unij is a tensor that defines the average motions of the atoms within the com-
pounds (with dimensions of length squared) and via equation 2.31 it is shown that it
is temperature dependent. Meaning, at higher temperatures the atoms will vibrate
more.







2.4.1 Quasi Harmonic Approximation
If the harmonic approximation held true for all crystals then no crystal would
expand (contract) with an increase in temperature. In a rigorously harmonic crystal
the equilibrium size of the crystal does not depend on temperature. However, real
crystals change volume (dimensions) with a change in temperature because the elas-
tic constants depend on volume and temperature. An example of this can be seen in
figure 2.1 where the volume shift of Si is shown with use of the quasi harmonic ap-
proximation (QHA) and density functional perturbation theory calculations. Above
about T = 200K the crystal exhibits thermal expansion. However, between around
50 to 200 K the volume of the crystal has actually been reduced relative to its volume
at 0 K. This effect in is a common characteristic of tetrahedrally bonded solids and it
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Figure 2.1: Volume expansion and contraction of Si with increasing temperature by
use of the quasi harmonic approximation.
The QHA is an approximation in which atoms are still operated on by a harmonic
potential with a fixed frequency at a constant volume, but, the phonon frequencies are
volume dependent [81]. In other words the higher order terms in the Taylor expansion
of the crystal potential energy which are truncated in the harmonic approximation
are simulated via QHA by changing the volume of the system. In practice this means
multiple calculations of the phonons at different volumes.
The equilibrium volume V0 for a particular temperature T and pressure p is now
defined at the minimum of the Gibbs free energy (see equation 2.28). Using this
method it is possible to calculate V0 as a function of temperature and pressure and
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2.4.2 Density Functional Perturbation Theory
Density-functional perturbation theory is the process used by Abinit, Quantum
Espresso, and VASP to calculate the phonon dispersion relations. Both Abinit and
Quantum Espresso can calculate a full spread of the phonons at wave vectors through-
out the Brillouin zone, while VASP, as of yet, only calculates them at the zone center.
Density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) starts with the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, that is that the electrons behave adiabatically to motions of the ions
and therefore the electronic degrees of freedom can be decoupled from the ions.
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the Shro¨dinger equation with eigen-









Θ(R) = εΘ(R). (2.35)
In the above equation MI is the mass of the Ith nucleus, R are the nuclear
coordinates and the energy E(R) is the Born-Oppenhemier energy surface, that is
the ground-state energy of interacting electrons within a field of fixed nuclei.
The force on each individual nucleus can be calculated from the derivative of this
energy E(R) with respect to the nuclear coordinates
F I ≡ −∂E(R)
∂RI
, (2.36)
and the equilibrium position of each nucleus is achieved when this derivative vanishes.
The vibrational frequencies ω can also be calculated from the Born-Oppenheimer
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∣∣∣∣ = 0. (2.37)
From equations 2.36 and 2.37 it is clear that to compute the vibrational properties
and equilibrium positions of the atoms in the system all that is required is the first
and second derivatives of the Born-Oppenheimer energy.
In order to accomplish this the Hellmann-Feynman theorem is applied to equa-
tions 2.36 and 2.37 [85, 86]. In the Hellmann-Feynman theorem the derivative of the
eigenvalue Eγ with respect to a parameter γ is given by the expectation value of the








Using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem equation 2.36 can be rewritten as:





where Ψ(R) is the electronic ground-state wavefunction of the Born-Oppenheimer
Hamiltonian which acts on the electronic variables











|ri − rj| + VR(r) + EN(R), (2.40)







|RI −RJ | , (2.41)






|ri −RI | . (2.42)
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In the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian the electronic degrees of freedom couple
to the electron-ion interactions only through the electron charge density [4]. This
allows us to write equation 2.36 as








and, ρR(r) is the ground-state electron charge density with ionic configuration R.
In order to find vibrational frequencies the second derivatives of the Hessian of
equation 2.37 are obtained by differentiating the Hellmann-Feynman forces of equa-



















From this last equation we can see that only the ground-state electronic density
ρR(r) and its linear response to a distortion of the ionic coordinates, δρR(r)/δRI , is
needed for calculation of the Hessian of the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface [87, 88].
And the derivates of the potential VR(r) and the charge density ρR(r) can be solved
using the linear response approach [4, 89–92].
This theory which describes the perturbations of the Born-Oppenheimer Hamilto-
nian links naturally to DFT as the electronic charge density is obtained directly from
the Kohn-Sham method, hence its name, density functional perturbation theory.
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Chapter 3
PREDICTIVE STRUCTURE SEARCHING: CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
3.1 Introduction: The difficulty of complexity
In 1988 a celebrated article titled “Crystals from first principles” was published
in Nature in which J. Maddox’s opening statement was: “One of the continuing
scandals in the physical sciences is that it remains in general impossible to predict
the structure of even the simplest crystalline solids from a knowledge of their chemical
composition.” [93] Now, at the beginning of 2013 it is no longer impossible to predict
the structure of crystals, in fact the last decade has seen a large growth of research
in this field [12, 14, 94, 95]. However, the problem of structure prediction from first
principles is far from solved.
First, the concept of structure prediction needs to be defined in order for it to
be seperated from modeling. Modeling crystal structures from first principles is in
general, while not always simple, a routine process common to theoretical quantum
calculations. This is the process by which a theoretician obtains a starting structure
from experiment and then refines it to get equilibrium positions of the atoms and
lattice vectors of the system at the desired volume or pressure [96, 97]. While this
process is useful to the scientific community as a check and verification of the accuracy
of the experimental data it is not predictive as it is simply using the well defined
methods of structural minimization [2].
Prediction differs from modeling in that the structure of the system is unknown,
other than its stoichiometry. That is the structure’s atomic positions are entirely
unknown and therefore must be predicted without the use of empirical data. Under
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this definition the only a priori knowledge of the system is its chemical composition.
In general the lattice parameters (for periodic structures) of the system to be predicted
are also unknown. However, in some cases the lattice vectors are experimentally
known, which will speed up (or make viable) the structure prediction process. The
more knowledge given to the theoretician the easier it is to predict the structure;
however, the process becomes less predictive with each piece of empirical data added.
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of an energy landscape in one dimension with
a fictive coordinate X.
So what makes structure prediction so difficult? In essence it is because of the
complexity of the energy landscape. A one dimensional representation of an energy
landscape is shown in figure 3.1. The energy landscape of a system, sometimes called
the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface or the potential energy surface [14, 18], not
only usually contains multiple funnels [94] but the energy landscape depends on the
large hyperdimensional configuration of atomic positions and velocities. If the system
to be predicted contains N atoms then in 3-dimensional space it contains two 3N -
dimensional vectors; one for the atomic postions and the other for the momenta.
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These two vectors define positions on the energy landscape which occupies a 6N
hyperdimensional state as both vectors characterize both the kinetic energy and the
potential energy of system. The kinetic energy of the system is defined by a quadratic
function of the momenta and the potential by the positions of the atoms relative to
one another.
The simplest approach to reducing the complexity of the high dimensional energy
landscape is to reduce the temperature of the system to 0 K. That is remove one
of the 3N dimensional vectors from configurational space, which fully reduces the
dimensionality of the energy landscape by one-half. This is a natural choice when
searching for crystalline materials as they are usually located in regions that are com-
posed of the lowest free energies which are determined by local energy minima and
contributions from vibrations about the minima. Unfortunately this option is not
available when searching for systems that are known to exist at higher temperatures,
for instance systems that have regions of space that are entropically stabilized [98]. A
classic example of systems at higher temperatures are biological systems, these struc-
tures function in their natural environment around 300 K; well away from absolute
zero. For instance, the science of protein folding is devoted to predicting the struc-
ture of proteins from knowledge of the proteins chemical composition and bonding
networks and this form of structure prediction is probably more prolific than that of
crystal structure prediction [12, 99–102].
3.2 Methods for crystal structure prediction
Unlike in 1988 there are now many methods for crystal structure prediction. These
methods usually operate by defining a high-dimensional function f(<); usually called
the cost function [94, 95], which depends on the configurational space of the struc-
ture. The goal is generally to find the most favorable structure defined by the global
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minimum of the cost function. The configurational space is then searched in order
to identify regions that bound minima in the cost function. Generally, structural
minimization is then applied to find the exact minima of these regions. The only
difference between different structure searching methods is the way in which they
search through the configurational space.
The cost function f(<); in general, is based on empirical potentials or on ab initio
energy calculations. Even though empirical potentials are very efficient and work
reasonably well for ionic systems they don’t work as well on covalent systems and
some a priori knowledge of the bonding is required to choose the correct potentials
[103]. These limitations are avoided if ab initio energies are employed because other
than their dependence on the functional they have no other empirical influence. The
main drawback to using ab initio calculations is that they can have a computational
cost of 103 to 105 times greater than calculations based on empirical potentials [14].
However, the high computational cost of the ab initio calculations has become less
of a burden in recent years due to the increase in computer power, to a point where
structure searching via ab initio methods is feasible. It is becoming more typical to
see the ab intio approach applied to the cost function.
The following is an overview of the modern approaches to crystal structure pre-
diction via searching configurational space using algorithims operating on the cost
function. The following list of methods is not meant to be comprehensive, but rather
provide a fundamental impression of the modern methods of structure prediction.
3.2.1 Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing [23] is based on a concept that arises from physical annealing.
Atoms in a metal heated beyond its melting point are in a disordered state, when
the metal is cooled the atoms may crystallize in such a way that the final energy
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the system reaches is its global minimum. The simulation process is based on the
Monte Carlo procedure where the temperature parameter is slowly reduced to zero.
In this way the configurational space is searched so that the probability of reaching
the global minimum at the end of the simulation is increased. Each new move in
configurational space is accepted with a certain acceptance criteria which is usually
the Metropolis criterion [104].
The current configurational state of the system is replaced by a new state if the
new state is lower in energy than the current state, or it is replaced with a probability
of e−∆E/kBT if the new state has higher energy. Where ∆E is the energy difference
between the new and the current state. At the start of simulations the temperature
parameter is usually set high so that the algorithm can quickly overcome local energy
barriers between minima, and then it is gradually decreased. As the temperature
drops the configurations of lower energy are obtained while the probability of jumping
over barriers to different local minima is reduced. If the cooling is slow enough the
lowest energy state of the system is eventually found.
Instead of using the Monte Carlo-Metropolis procedure described above, molecular
dynamics is sometimes used. The natural choice for molecular dynamics in DFT
calculations is the Car-Parrinello algorithm [105]. The temperature in this approach
is controlled via a thermostat, for example a Nose´-Hoover thermostat [57]. Similar to
the Monte Carlo simulation the temperature can be reduced over time which leads
to a simulated annealing calculation.
Simulated annealing is a robust method that has been used to assist in structure
prediction from experimental data and in studies of inorganic solids [24, 25]. Un-
fortunately the method has some drawbacks. It is a time consuming method that
can fail to locate the global minimum in the energy landscape if the landscape con-
tains multiple funnels. The exploration of the energy landscape starts from a single
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point on that landscape and therefore it is possible that not all low energy regions
of the landscape are sampled, usually this means that multiple simulations must be
performed with different starting configurations. It is also possible that during the
cooling process the system can get trapped in a local minimum that is not the global
minimum of the system [18, 94]
3.2.2 Basin and minima hopping
Basin hopping [15, 94] is a method similar to simulated annealing in that it uses
the Monte Carlo procedure to move from one configurational state to another with
the acceptance being based on the Metropolis criteria. The difference between basin
hopping and simulated annealing is that the energy landscape used in basin hopping
is a transformed landscape in which the energy at every point in configurational space
< is obtained by a relaxation of the structure at that point to the local minimum:
E˜(<) = min[E(<)] (3.1)
Figure 3.2: Left: Staircase transformation of the energy landscape in basin hopping
and algorithms that apply local minimization. Right: Zoom in on the shaded area.
Due to the local minimization the move from S to D is accepted with probability 1
instead of e(ES−ED)/kBT .
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The resultant transformed landscape is shown in figure 3.2. This energy landscape
is a series of “stair steps” in which every point in the real landscape is transformed
to the local minimum associated with that point. Each move in configurational space
therefore moves from one basin to another and the barriers between basins are reduced
due to the minimization procedure. Because of this the temperature can sometimes
be kept at a constant value during the simulation.
Minima hopping [16] is related to Basin hopping in that it uses a transformed
energy landscape associated with equation 3.1. But rather than using Monte Carlo
random moves, short molecular dynamics trajectories are used to move from one
spot on the landcape to another, followed by minimization to the local minimum.
The major difference between basin and minima hopping is that the search history
is recorded and a bias potential is applied to the system to avoid previously visited
minima.
3.2.3 Random structure searching
Random structure searching is the simplest of methods used to sample configu-
rational space. In this approach a large number of initial structures are generated
and then relaxed to their local minimum. This method is not completely “random”
per se as the structures created randomly usually follow rules. For instance chemical
bond lengths typically exist within the range of 0.75-3 A˚. This would define both a
minimum distance between atoms and a volume range by which to start the initial
structures with. Also the symmetry of the structure can be imposed, especially if the
structure under consideration is known to exhibit a particular symmetry, for instance
orthorhombic, cubic...
This simple approach has been shown to predict many high pressure phases of
inorganic materials [17, 18]. However, this method has proved to fail in some cases, for
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instance it failed to calculate the high pressure phase of the post-perovskite structure
for MgSiO3 even though more than 10
5 different structures were simulated [106].
It is most likely that for complicated crystal structures with a large number of N
atoms/simulation cell (with an energy landscape of [3N + 3]-dimensions at 0 K) a
systematic exploration of the energy landscape will be needed [95]
3.2.4 Particle swarm: Flocks of birds
Particle-swarm optimization (PSO) was first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart
in the 1990s [19, 20]. The method is based on the group behavior of flocks of birds or
schools of fish in that their motions are choreographed and synchronous, which, for
instance, allows a large number of them to change direction suddenly. In PSO the
behavior of each individual is influenced by either its best local behavior or the best
global behavior of the flock. In this method the individual can also learn from its
past experience to adjust its future speed and direction. PSO has successfully predict
the crystal structures of several elementary, binary and ternary compounds [21, 22].
The first step of PSO is to generate the initial population of random structures.
That is, generate M different random structures each with the same number of atoms
constrained by both chemical composition and symmetry (each structure lies within
one of the 230 space group symmetries). These structures are then optimized to their
local minimum on the energy landscape via typical ab intio structure minimization
schemes. Once these structures are relaxed, the next generation of structures is found
from information contained in the current generation.







The ith individual’s jth dimension’s new location xt+1i,j is governed by its previous
location xti,j and its velocity v
t+1
i,j . The velocity of each individual is formed from













“Best” here means the best value of the fitness criteria chosen by the user, for
instance the lowest enthalpy. The values ω, c1 and c2 are control parameters that can
be set by the operator of the algorithm. And r1 and r2 are random numbers generated
in the range of [0,1] designed to avoid entrapment within non-global minima and for
searching of the configurational space.
Each new generation is produced from 60% of the previous generations best struc-
tures and the remaining 40% percent are produced randomly. This allows population
diversity and localization in the most promising areas of configurational space. The
user can adjust these percentages at run time.
3.2.5 Evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms are based off of the biological concept of Darwinian evo-
lution. They combine the ideas of reproduction, mutation, recombination, fitness
and natural selection. This process uses an ensemble of structure at each generation
called the population and after structural relaxation each member of the population
is assigned a fitness value, for instance enthalpy.
The evolutionary algorithm used in this work has been the USPEX code pioneered
by A. Oganov [6]. This algorithm has sucessfully predicted many different systems
at ambient and high pressure [11, 13]. As this is the particular method for structure
prediction used here I will go into some detail about how USPEX operates.
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The first generation’s structures are created randomly with the only dependence
being symmetry and chemical composition. Each individual structure in the first
generation is created randomly so that the positions and lattice vectors match one
of the 230 different space groups (chosen by the user). This has two advantages:
the local optimization of the first generation using the users preferred ab initio code
is relatively fast because of symmetry, and the user has the option of constraining
configurational space to symmetries of choice. Each subsequent generation is chosen
from a certain percentage (usually about 60%) of the current generation’s best struc-
tures via different variation operators: heredity, permutation, and mutation. The
structures not chosen to produce the next generation are killed off, a.k.a. natural
selection.
Figure 3.3: Heredity operation of two parent structures. The shaded regions of the
parent structures are combined to form the child structure on the right.
Heredity (see figure 3.3) is the process by which a child structure is recombined
from two parent structures. In practice this works by slicing each individual parent
structure along a random lattice vector. This slice is performed by combining all
atoms from the first parent in the range of 0 to x and all atoms from the second parent
in the range x to 1. Where x is a random number between 0 and 1. This operation
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works because the atomic coordinates of the atoms are in reduced coordinates. Of
course this creates two problems which must be immediately solved: One is that
the lattices of each parent most likely do not match, resulting in a mismatch of cell
shapes, and two, the stoichiometry or number of total atoms of the system is not
necessarily conserved.
The first problem is solved by making the new child structures lattice vectors a
weighted average of the two parent structures lattice vectors. In order to solve the
second problem atoms are added or removed from the system at random after the
two parent structures are spliced together. This addition/subtraction takes place in
such a way that the total number of atoms and chemical composition in the child
structure is equal to that of each individual parent.
Figure 3.4: A single permution operation; Zn swaps position with Te.
Permutation is the swapping of atomic positions of atoms with different atomic
types. For instance if the system under exploration is ZnTe then a Zn atom at position
r1 will be swapped with a Te atom at position r2. This would leave a Zn atom at r2
and a Te atom at r1. This swapping can be done a number of times and it obviously
would not work for systems with only one type of atom. An example of this is shown
in figure 3.4.
Mutation is performed when an individual is selected and used to make a new
structure. This is done by transforming the old structures lattice vectors a into the
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Figure 3.5: Mutation operation. The lattice vectors of the individual on the left are
mutated, which results in the individual on the right.








I is the identity operator and
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The strains i,j are Gaussian random variables with zero mean. An example of mu-
tation can be seen in figure 3.5
After every child structure is produced by one of the operations described above,
its volume is then scaled to a new volume VUC . VUC is set initially by the user and is
scaled throughout the run. While the random structures of the first generation are
scaled to a volume set by the user, each subsequent generation’s lattice volumes are
scaled to the volume of the structure of best fitness from the previous generation. It
is also possible in USPEX to input the lattice matrix into the code which will enforce
each created structure to have that particular lattice. This is useful if the lattice
vectors are known experimentally and only exact atomic positions are unknown.
After creation and volume scaling, every structure, including those produced ran-
domly, must survive hard constraints or it is discarded. These constraints include
minimal atomic distances, minimum/maximum direction cosine angles and lengths of
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the lattice vectors, and structural similarity via fingerprint analysis. These parame-
ters are all input into the code at run time; however, the fingerprint method requires
some explanation.
There are two major disadvantages to using an evolutionary algorithm. These
are that the population can suffer from inbreeding and cancer. Inbreeding is caused
by the limited number of structures in the first generation, which with creation from
multiple generations of heredity, leads to a population with high similarities between
structures, making future generations have even less diversity and the configurational
space becomes too localized. USPEX fixes this by creating a percentage of structures
in each new generation randomly. Cancer is a specific form of the inbreeding problem.
That is the population can over time start to accumulate many structures that are
identical.
Multiple identical structures in an evolutionary simulation are a particular prob-
lem because they usually have the highest fitness in their population; which will cause
them to breed, making new structures from the exact same place in configurational
space. This problem is addressed in USPEX [107] using the crystal fingerprinting
method. If the fingerprint distance between two structures is too small one of the
structures is eliminated, similar to that of the hard constraints. The distance between
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This distance is a cosine-distance and was chosen over a Cartesian distance because
it has a higher spread in distance in high-dimensional space.










and it is similar to the pair distribution function. i runs over all NA atoms of type A
in the simulation cell and j runs over all NB atoms of type B throughout all space,
V is the volume of the simulation cell and Ri,j is the distance between the atoms. To
discretize the fingerprint each peak is smoothed using a Gaussian with a width set by
the user and then accumulated into a histrogram with bin size ∆. For the fingerprint
to be completely correct it should be calculated over the infinite crystal structure,
however, in reality a cutoff distance is used, which is set by the user and it is usually
proportional to the maximum longest unit-cell diagonal.
Figure 3.6: The master/slave relationship of USPEX and first principles calcula-
tions.
USPEX uses a master/slave relationship with the ab initio local optimization
calculations. The time spent generating new structures via the evolutionary algorithm
is extremely small when compared to the time spent optimizing the structures to their
local minimum. In order to overcome this, multiple individuals from each generation
can be optimized at once, usually using a cluster computer. Of course these individual
calculations can also be parallelized which can lead to an almost linear speed up for
parallel calculations. A representation of this can be seen in figure 3.6.
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Chapter 4
HYDRIDES: A2SiH6 (A=K,Rb) AND KSiH3
4.1 Introduction
Hydrogen has a high energy density and when burned creates no harmful emis-
sions; only energy and water are generated, the latter product is usually benign.
Due to the Earth’s amount of dwindling fossil fuels, hydrogen could become a viable
fuel/energy source in the future. Many different applications can also use hydrogen,
such as fuel in transportation/vehicles, mobile applications and energy storage within
power grids. But, for all its apparent benefits, hydrogen is not easy to use as a fuel.
At ambient pressure/temperature hydrogen is a gas which is highly combustible
and dangerous. Though hydrogen can be stored in gaseous form, it can also be
stored as a liquid or within a solid material via chemical bonds. Hydrogen boils
at around 20 K so its energy efficiency drops dramatically when stored as a liquid
via cooling, and pressure induced storage also requires an outside energy input as
well. However, gaseous and liquid hydrogen are dangerous [108, 109]. It is for these
reasons that research into hydrogen storage in material solids is necessary. When
searching for the ideal hydrogen storage material, the perfect system would contain
low thermodynamic stability, leading to hydrogen desorption near room temperature,
high gravimetric capacity, and reversible sorption-desorption characteristics [110].
A recent study was performed by Chotard et al. [111] in which they explored the
hydrogen storage properties of the ternary compound KSiH3. This compound can be
formed directly from the hydrogenation of KSi in the reaction 2 KSi + 3 H2↔ 2 KSiH3.
KSiH3 showed good hydrogen storage characteristics: KSiH3 has a high gravimetric
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capacity and is able to store 4.3 wt% H. Its formation is a reversible reaction at low
temperatures, making the hydrogen process cycleable. KSiH3 is composed of K
+ and
trigonal pyramidal SiH−3 ions. The pyramidal ion is normalvalent (i.e. follows the
octet rule) and contains an electron lone-pair.
It is interesting to speculate whether there are silicon hydrides with higher hy-
drogen capacity, for example systems where more than three H atoms are attached
to Si. Here, we report the study of the hydride material K2SiH6 which contains
SiH2−6 hypervalent ions. In SiH
2−
6 , Si atoms attain an environment of electron pairs
that exceeds the number of four. This study consists of the theoretical exploration
of K2SiH6 in view of the normalvalent compound KSiH3. In particular we analyze
the physical and electronic structure, lattice dynamics and structural stability, and
thermodynamic properties of K2SiH6.
4.2 Computational details
The first principle calculations of the electronic band structures and charge den-
sities were performed using VASP [48–51] within the PAW [43, 44] method using the
PBE [40] parameterization for the exchange-correlation effects. The structure was
relaxed with respect to volume, lattice parameters and atomic positions. Forces were
converged to better than 10−3 eV/A˚. The integration over the Brillouin zone (BZ)
was performed on a special Monkhorst-Pack kpoint grid of size 11x11x11 (6x6x6 for
KSiH3) [112]. The kinetic energy cutoffs were set at 375 eV (KSiH3), 500 eV (K2SiH6
and KH), and 600 eV (Rb2SiH6). To obtain the band structure and for Bader anal-
ysis [61] charge densities were calculated using the tetrahedron method with Blo¨chl
correction [113] for BZ integration. To achieve a high accuracy for the Bader analysis
the mesh of the augmentation charges was substantially increased.
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The maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs), phonon dispersion relations
and thermodynamic functions were calculated via the plane wave code Abinit [52–54]
using the PBE exchange-correlation. Norm conserving pseudopotentials for Si and H
were obtained from the fhi98PP package [114] of the Troullier-Martins scheme [115].
The norm conserving pseudopotentials for K and Rb were set according to Goedecker,
Teter, and Hutter [116–118]. These potentials are optimized for use with PBE. For
integration over the BZ a 6x6x6 Monkhorst-Pack grid of kpoints was used (a grid of
256 kpoints was used for A2SiH6 and KH during phonon calculations). The planewave
energy cutoffs were set at 50 Hartree (KH and K2SiH6) and 60 Hartree (KSiH3 and
Rb2SiH6).
The vibrational properties of each system were calculated via the quasiharmonic
approximation using density functional perturbation theory [90, 119, 120]. The unit
cell was expanded or compressed to a target volume and then structurally relaxed
with respect to cell shape and atomic positions while maintaining crystal symmetry.
Forces were converged to better than 10−4 eV/A˚. At this volume a self consistent
calculation was performed to obtain the electronic energy of the unit cell Eelec and
phonon calculations were performed to obtain the phonon density of states. The
electronic energy Eelec was then added to the energies obtained from the thermody-
namic functions which are in turn obtained from the phonon density of states (cf.
equations 2.25-2.28 in section 2.4) [121].
4.3 Crystal structure
Potassium silanide (KSiH3) was first synthesized in 1960 by a reaction of SiH4
and potassium in 1,2-dimethoxyethane at 195 K [122]. The orthorhombic crystal
structure (spacegroup Pnma, Z=4) of KSiH3 wasn’t known until almost 30 years
later [123]. The lattice parameters were reported as 8.800 A˚ (8.997 A˚), 5.416 A˚
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Figure 4.1: The structural coordination of the K+ ions to the surrounding SiH−3
ions.
(5.495 A˚), 6.823 A˚ (6.829 A˚) for a, b and c, respectively; values in parantheses are
the theoretical values from structural relaxations at ambient pressure (including zero-
point energy (ZPE) corrections), which are in reasonably good agreement with the
experimentally reported values. Figure 4.1 shows how each K atom is coordinated
by nine hydrogen atoms from seven SiH−3 groups (cf. Fig 4.2a) which surround the
cation. Because there are two separate hydrogen positions in this structure, one at
4c and one at 8d, there are multiple Si-H bond lengths, with a mean distance of 1.42
A˚ (our theoretical results are 1.55 A˚). We obtained two Si-H distances in KSiH3
at 1.542 A˚ (Si-H[4c]) and 1.555 A˚ (Si-H[8d]). The rather large discrepancy between
theory and experiment is most likely due to the fact that the hydrogen atoms in this
structure were experimentally located through difference Fourier analysis based on
X-ray diffraction data rather than from a refinement of neutron diffraction data.
A2SiH6 (A=K,Rb) was synthesized via high pressure (≥4 GPa) reactions in which
AH and Si were sandwiched between pellets of ammonia borane (BH3NH3), the hy-
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Figure 4.2: The structures of (a) SiH−3 and (b) SiH
2−
6 entities and their arrangement
in (c) orthorhombic KSiH3 and (d) cubic face-centered K2SiH6. H: red circles, Si:
green circles, K: grey circles.
drogen source, in a multi-anvil device at moderate temperatures (450-750o C). The
Bragg intensities, from powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), of the A2SiH6 systems fit
the K2PtCl6 structure type with space group Fm3¯m, which is also adopted by the
archetypal hypervalent flouride material K2SiF6 [124]. The lattice parameter a was
refined to 7.8425(9) and 8.1572(4) A˚ for A=K and Rb, respectively, in the cubic
A2SiH6 systems. A2SiH6 corresponds to an antiflourite-type structure of SiH
2−
6 oc-
tahedral units (cf. figure 4.2b) and alkali metal (A) cations. Each alkali cation is
coordinated by 12 H atoms from each of the four tetrahedrally arranged faces, each
face from one of the four surrounding SiH2−6 octahedra as shown in figure 4.2d. The
only flexible structural parameter in these systems is the H position 24e (x,0,0) while
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Si and A occupy the special Wyckoff positions 4a (0,0,0) and 8c (1/4,1/4/,1/4), re-
spectively. The hydrogen position cannot be refined reliably from PXRD patterns
and therefore theoretical modeling of the positions is needed.
The computational structural relaxation of K2SiH6 yielded a lattice parameter in
close agreement with the experimental value of 7.852 A˚ (7.978 A˚ when taking into
account ZPE contributions to the equilibrium volume). The Wyckoff position for
hydrogen on 24e was obtained as x = 0.2058. This results in a Si-H distance of
1.62 A˚. This larger Si-H distance, relative to KSiH3, is the result of the hypervalent
nature of the Si-H bonds in the SiH2−6 complex. This distance is similar to that found
in R3SiH
−
2 , which contains two Si-H bonds of distance 1.64 A˚ and 1.65 A˚ [125], and
to the axial distance of SiH−5 in its equilibrium structure (1.61-1.64 A˚) [126, 127].
4.4 Electronic Structure
Figure 4.3 shows the band structures of KSiH3 and K2SiH6. Both systems display
moderate band gaps of 2.47 eV (KSiH3) and 2.02 eV (K2SiH6). K2SiH6 displays an
indirect bandgap with the peak in the valence band lying at X while the trough of
the conduction band lies at Γ. The band gap in KSiH3 is direct at Γ. Because of
the shorter distances between the SiH2−3 ions (the shortest Si-Si distance is 3.57 A˚)
in KSiH3 the bands are more dispersed showing a dispersion of the highest lying
occupied bands of about 1.75 eV, compared to around 1.5 eV in K2SiH6 (Si-Si distance
= 5.64 A˚). The occupied bands of KSiH3 and K2SiH6 mirror the molecular orbital
energy levels of the SiH−3 and SiH
2−
6 , respectively. Since SiH
−
3 is isoelectronic to NH3
(ammonia) it is natural to compose the molecular orbitals of SiH−3 from the C3v point
group (i.e. no differing Si-H bond lengths), if this is done then the highest lying bands
would refer to non-bonding lone pair orbitals of a1, and the next two lower sets of
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bands match the bonding orbitals of Si-H (e1 and a1). In K2SiH6 the highest lying
band is non-bonding with eg-type symmetry and is primarily composed of H states.
Figure 4.3: The band structures of KSiH3 (left) and K2SiH6 (right). The top of the
valence band corresponds to 0 eV.
The nature of the Si-H bonds in KSiH3 and K2SiH6 is shown in their maximally lo-
calized Wannier functions (MLWFs), as shown in figure 4.4 (left) and figure 4.4 (right)
for KSiH3 and K2SiH6, respectively. The Wannier functions are a real space repre-
sentation of the electronic structure based on localized orbitals [128]. These Wannier
states are constructed from Bloch states and are not unique. Because of this, Marzari
and Vanderbilt developed a procedure to iteratively minimize the spread of the Wan-
nier functions so they are well localized about their centers, hence MLWFs [63]. The
calculations on KSiH3 yielded 12 MLWFs corresponding to the Si-H bonds and four
MLWFs corresponding to lone pair states. The Si-H MLWFs are centered on the
electronegative H atoms. Because the primitive cell of K2SiH6 is smaller, the MLWF
calculations yielded six spatially separated and equivalent MLWFs corresponding to
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the Si-H bonds, one for each hydrogen atom in the simulation cell. In K2SiH6 the
Si-H MLWFs spread (the measure of localization) is 1.201 A˚2. Because there are two
available hydrogen positions in KSiH3, with slightly different lengths, the Wannier
calculations resulted in two different almost undistinguishable MLWFs for the Si-H
bonds with spreads of 1.234 and 1.237 A˚2 for the shorter and longer bonds, respec-
tively. Because the lone pair states in SiH−3 are not associated with bonding they have
a much larger spread of 2.319 A˚2. Figure 4.4 (left) shows the MLWF for the shorter
Si-H bond, which is visually indistinguishable from the MLWF associated with the
longer Si-H bond. The slightly larger spread of the KSiH3 Si-H MLWFs relative to
the K2SiH6 means that the Si-H bonds in K2SiH6 are more localized and polar than
those found in KSiH3. The lone pair state of SiH
−
3 is highlighted in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.4: Contour maps of the maximally localized Wannier functions associated
with the Si-H bonds within KSiH3 (left) and K2SiH6 (right). The broken white line
separates positive from negative values.
In order to quantify the ionicities of the hydride systems Bader analysis calcula-
tions were performed by partitioning the total electronic density distribution in the
simulation cell into atomic regions. Each atomic region is defined as a region in space
associated with a nucleus bounded by surfaces through which the gradient of the den-
sity has zero flux [61, 62]. The total charge for each atom defined by the integration
of the electron density within an atomic region associated with that atom are shown
in table 4.1. KH in the NaCl structure has been added as a reference system. The
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Figure 4.5: Isosurface of the MLWFs of the SiH−3 ion. Dark green atoms are H and
the dark blue atom is Si. Cyan surfaces: Si-H MLWFs, dark green surface: lone pair
MLWF.
charge transfer on the K+ ion in the reference system (+0.76) is similar to that found
in the hydrides. There is however, almost no difference between in the charge transfer
of the K+ ion in KSiH3 (+0.811) and K2SiH6 (+0.809). There is also little difference
in the charge on the H atoms in the SiH−3 (4c: -0.66, 8d: -0.67) and SiH
2−
6 (-0.69)
ions. However, in SiH−3 the Si atom gains a charge of +1.19, while in the hypervalent
ion SiH2−6 the charge transfer is much higher at +2.50. This highlights the different
nature of the SiH2−6 and SiH
−
3 ions in which the Si-H bonds in SiH
2−
6 adapt a higher
polarity; which was also illustrated by the MLWFs.
4.5 Vibrational properties
Ab initio calculations of the phonons (within the quasi harmonic approximation)
were performed in order to confirm the experimentally determined vibrational modes,
investigate the dynamical stability of the compounds, and assess their thermodynamic
functions [119]. While the full dispersion curves can be mapped out via inelastic
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Table 4.1: Atomic charges of Bader analysis [61].
KH K +0.760
H -0.760
K2SiH6 K +0.809 KSiH3 K + 0.811
Si +2.502 Si +1.197
H -0.687 H[4c] -0.662
H[8d] -0.673
neutron scattering, experimental studies of IR and Raman scattering only examines
the phonons at the center of the Brillouin zone (Γ point).
The IR and Raman spectrums of K2SiH6 are shown in figure 4.6. The two major
IR peaks appear at 1014 and 1560 cm−1 and the Raman bands are at 1133, 1343
and 1739 cm−1. There are six unique internal modes within the SiH6 octahedrons,
three Si-H stretching modes with symmetry A1g (R), Eg (R), and T1u (IR), and three
Si-H bending modes with symmetry T2g (R), T1u (IR), and T2u (ia); R = Raman-
active, IR = IR-active, and ia = inactive. The five active modes match what is seen
experimentally and we assign the Si-H stretching modes as 1739, 1560, and 1343
cm−1, and the Si-H bending modes to 1133 and 1014 cm−1.
The theoretical results for K2SiH6 (cf. figure 4.7a) relate closely to the experi-
mental Raman spectra. The highest frequency mode has virtually no dispersion and
corresponds to the Raman-active total symmetric stretch A1g with a calculated fre-
quency of 1739 cm−1 at Γ, which is in excellent agreement with experiment (1739
cm−1). The next modes show dispersion and relate to the IR-active T1u mode, which
is split at the Γ point (LO-TO splitting), and the Raman-active Eg mode. T1u has
frequencies 1580 cm−1 (LO) and 1501 cm−1 (TO), and the Eg mode has a frequency
of 1352 cm−1. This again is in good agreement with experiment (1560 and 1343 cm−1,
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Figure 4.6: IR (upper curve) and Raman (lower curve) spectrum of K2SiH6 [121].
Bands are assigned assuming SiH2−6 bending and stretching modes with octahedral
symmetry.
respectively). Bending modes are calculated at 1069 cm−1 (Raman-active T2g), 1067
(LO) and 959 cm−1 (TO) (IR-active T1u), and 930 cm−1 (inactive T2u). For the bends
the calculated frequencies appear underestimated by about 6% compared to experi-
ment. The external modes appear at lower frequencies. The libration mode (which
involves only the motions of hydrogen atoms and describes the rotations of the octa-
hedral units) appears at around 300 cm−1. Lowest in frequency are the acoustic and
two optic translation modes T2g and T1u (K
+ vibrates against SiH2−6 ).
Figure 4.7 compares the calculated dispersion relations of K2SiH6 (a) and KSiH3
(b) at their theoretically computed ZPE volumes. Our results for the dispersion rela-
tion of KSiH3 closely match those reported in ref [111]. With 20 atoms in the primitive
cell there are 60 vibrational modes in KSiH3 (three of which are acoustic), and only
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Figure 4.7: The phonon dispersion relations of K2SiH6 (a) and KSiH3 (b), at their
ZPE equilibrium volumes. Green circles mark the Raman-active modes, diamonds
the LO-TO split IR-active modes, and the dark blue circle the inactive mode. The
libration modes of K2SiH6 (a) are highlighted by light gray lines.
six of these are inaccessible to both Raman and IR spectroscopy with symmetry Au.
Table 4.2 shows the bending and stretching modes within the SiH−3 ions (i.e. internal
modes). The vibrational modes within KSiH3 and K2SiH6 can be divided up into
four separate regions: Si-H stretching and bending modes, ionic (SiH−3 and SiH
2−
6 )
librations, and translational modes. The highest frequencies in both compounds cor-
respond to Si-H stretching modes. In KSiH3 the highest frequency mode is at 1919
cm−1, with an IR-active antisymmetric stretch B1u at Γ, while in KSiH6 the highest
mode is about 200 cm−1 lower (1739 cm−1). It is notable that in silane SiH4, which is
normalvalent (as SiH−3 ), the stretching modes are at an even higher frequency (ν1(A1)
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= 2186 cm−1 and ν3(T2) = 2189 cm−1) [129, 130]. This shows dramatically how the
Si-H bond weakens in a negatively charged complex.
Table 4.2: Si-H vibrational modes of KSiH3. Raman active and IR-active vibrational
modes are displayed (R and IR) next to the mode label. Within the point group D2h,
Au is the only inactive mode. Vibrational frequencies are in cm
−1.
Stretches Bends
1919.1 B1u (IR) 958.6 B2g (R)
1904.2 B2g (R) 954.9 Ag (R)
1901.6 B3u (IR) 951.1 B1u (IR)
1868.0 Ag (R) 951.1 B3g (R)
1849.8 B2g (R) 950.2 B1g (R)
1837.3 Ag (R) 948.4 B3u (IR)
1826.2 B1g (R) 938.2 Au
1822.4 B3g (R) 936.6 B2u (IR)
1821.2 B3u (IR) 888.8 B3u (IR)
1817.1 B1u (IR) 882.7 B2g (R)
1797.9 Au 878.4 B1u (IR)
1794.5 B2u (IR) 876.5 Ag (R)
The bending modes of KSiH3 (≈900 cm−1) are closer, and lower, in frequency to
the bending modes of K2SiH6 (≈1000 cm−1). The highest frequency bending mode
of KSiH3 is at 959 cm
−1 with Raman active symmetry B2g, its lowest bending mode
is about 80 cm−1 lower at 877 cm−1 with Raman active symmetry Ag. The bending
modes in tetrasilane are only slightly lower in frequency (ν2(E) = 972 cm
−1 and
nu4(T2) = 913 cm
−1) than the calculated modes of SiH2−6 and are similar to the














Figure 4.8: The dispersion relation of Na2SiH6. Note: the libration mode is imagi-
nary.
Within the hydrides, the internal modes, corresponding to vibrations within the
SiH−3 and SiH
2−
6 ions, are well separated from the external modes which appear below
500 cm−1 in both systems. It is noteworthy that libration (highlighted in figure 4.7a)
appears to be important to the stability of the A2SiH6 hydrosilicates. The phonon
dispersion relation for Na2SiH6 is shown in figure 4.8. At the theoretical equilibrium
volume Na2SiH6 is dynamically unstable, containing imaginary frequency phonons.
These phonons appear throughout most of the BZ and correspond to the libration
mode, this mode is unstable and therefore Na2SiH6 within the K2PtCl6 structure
type is inaccessible within spacegroup Fm3¯m. The most probable reason for this is
that the SiH2−6 entities require a sufficient separation in the structure, which is not
affordable given the smaller alkali metals.
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4.6 Thermodynamic stability
Because high pressure was used in the experimental synthesis of A2SiH6, it would
be worthwhile to check if these compounds exhibit metastable high-pressure phases.
Using the phonon density of states it is possible to calculate the vibrational contri-
butions to the internal energy E (including ZPE), entropy S, and the Helmholtz free
energy F . Within the quasiharmonic approximation the phonons are harmonic but
volume dependent and the equilibrium volume of the system is found by minimizing
F(T ). Using this knowledge, the difference of the Gibbs free energy for the formation
reaction 2AH + Si + 2H2 → A2SiH6 is ∆G(T ) = G(T )[A2SiH6] - 2G(T )[AH] - G(T )[Si] -
2G(T )[H2], with G(T ) = H(T ) - TS(T ). Because hydrogen is gaseous, it is not possible to
perform the same calculations as with the crystalline materials, therefore, the Gibbs
free energy for a hydrogen molecule was approximated by using values of H(T ), S(T ),
and H(0) from the thermochemical tables [121, 131].
The results for K2SiH6 are shown in figure 4.9. The plot is reduced into ∆H and
T∆S terms. The formation reaction is exothermic which is shown by the negative
enthalpy difference ∆H(T ) across all temperature ranges. As temperature increases
the reaction becomes slightly more exothermic. T∆S is always negative and follows
largely that of a hydrogen molecule, T∆S(T )[H2] [120]. At about 200 K the Gibbs free
energy difference becomes positive with T∆S equaling ∆H. At higher temperatures
K2SiH6 becomes unstable with respect to KH, Si, and H2 and unless prevented by
kinetic reasons will decompose. The same calculations were performed on Rb2SiH6
resulting in a slightly higher temperature of stability at 260 K. Thus pressure becomes
significant for the synthesis of A2SiH6. Elevated pressures will increase the decom-
position temperature, allowing synthesis at higher temperatures, and at pressures
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Figure 4.9: Energy difference between K2SiH6 and 2KH + Si + 2H2 as a function of
temperature. The Gibbs free energy, entropy contribution, and enthalpy are shown
as ∆G, T∆S, and ∆H, respectively. The calculated decomposition temperature of
K2SiH6 is marked with an arrow.
c© Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, WeinHeim [121].
above 1 GPa hydrosilicate formation becomes more favorable because the activity of
molecular hydrogen increases sharply [132–134].
4.7 Summary
We have shown the first principles exploration of the hydride compounds KSiH3
and KSiH6. The all-hydrido hypervalent species A2SiH6 (A=K,Rb) seem weakly
stable with respect to decomposition into AH, Si, and H2. Increasing the separation of
the SiH2−6 entities by increasing the size of A increases the stability of the compounds,
but, reducing this separation by incorporating lighter alkali metals (eg. Na) causes
A2SiH6 to become dynamically unstable. The bond polarization and ionicities within
the hydride species have been analyzed showing that with H as a ligand the Si-H bonds
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attain a weakly polar character within the normalvalent ions SiH−3 , however for the
hypervalent ions SiH2−6 (within A2SiH6) the polarization is more pronounced. As a
consequence the Si-H bonds are lengthened in SiH2−6 by about 0.07 A˚ relative to SiH
−
3 .
This weaker hypervalent bonding in turn reduces the Si-H stretching frequencies by
about 300 cm−1 in K2SiH6 relative to KSiH3, and greatly reduces them (400-500
cm−1) relative to SiH4, the latter of which is not negatively charged.
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Chapter 5
HIGH PRESSURE BEHAVIOR OF THE Li2C2 AND CaC2 ACETYLIDE
CARBIDES
5.1 Introduction
Carbides are compounds composed of carbon and a more electropositive element.
They are usually classified into three major categories based on the difference in
the electronegativity between the carbon and the metal/semimetal (∆EN): Salt-like
carbides, where the difference in electronegativity is highest, these carbides usually
exhibit ionic properties (e.g. Na2C2 and CaC2), intermediate or metallic carbides,
where ∆EN is intermediate and the carbides are metallic (e.g. LaC2 and TiC), and
covalent carbides, with small ∆EN and that are known to form strong covalent bonds
(e.g. SiC and B4C) [135]. Carbides are known to have many uses in industrial
applications and other technologies. For instance, titanium and tungsten carbide is
used in industry as a machining tool [136] and boron carbide is used in lightweight
armors in breastplates or on helicopters [137].
This work is focused on the investigation of the binary compounds of group I and II
s-block metals combined with carbon, in particular the carbides Li2C2 and CaC2. The
Li2C2 compound was first produced in 1896 by reacting lithium carbonate with coal
in an electric furnace [138]. It is an intermediate produced during radiocarbon dating
[139] and it can be produced directly in the laboratory from its individual elements.
CaC2 is a well known compound which is used commercially to make acetylene [140],
calcium cyanamide [141] and calcium hydroxide. Calcium carbide was used in coal
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mines as fuel for lamps in the early 20th before their use was known to be dangerous
in combination with the flammable methane gas produced in these mines [142].
This chapter is the effort between experiment and theory to explore the high
pressure phases of Li2C2 and CaC2 at ambient temperature via Raman spectroscopy
and ab initio calculations. Alkali and alkaline earth metal carbides are known to exist
primarily as acetylides containing C2−2 dumbbell anions. Most acetylide carbides are
polymorphic; they contain a rich multi-funnel energy landscape which is based on the
coordination of dumbbell units to cations [135]. Structural variety is also realized in
these carbides by the rotational orientation of the dumbbells and the high temperature
phases have been shown to be rotationally disordered [143–146]. Polymorphism is
especially pronounced in CaC2, four experimentally determined phases are known to
exist, three of them exist under ambient conditions and the fourth is a disordered
high temperature form [147–149].
The complex energy landscape displayed by the acetylide carbides gives rise to
several immediate questions: What are the favorable high pressure transitions of the
acetylide carbides? Does the coordination between dumbbells and cations increase
with pressure as a general rule, or do the carbides transition into unexpected phases?
High pressure phases of Li2C2 and CaC2 have been theoretically explored before.
Kulkarni et al. investigated CaC2 using a simulated annealing algorithm, which re-
sulted in two new high pressure phases, both of which were acetylides [150]. The
theoretical results for the study on Li2C2, however, showed a phase transition at
about 5 GPa to a phase where dumbbells polymerize to form zigzag one-dimensional
C chains and a large reduction in unit cell volume of 25% [151].
High pressure experiments on the acetylide carbides have only been performed a
few times. In BaC2 a phase transition was found at 4 GPa by Efthimiopoulos et al.,
who pressurized BaC2 to pressures higher than 40 GPa. This new phase corresponded
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to the one found by Kulkarni et al. which has a phase transition at about 30 GPa
in CaC2. Another phase was found in BaC2 at 33 GPa, this phase was essentially
amorphous. In LaC2, which has the same ground state structure as BaC2, high
pressure amorphization was also found at 13 GPa [152].
In this report we explore the acetylide carbides using both experimental and the-
oretical techniques. Experimentally the exploration is conducted via a room temper-
ature Raman spectroscopy study of Li2C2 and CaC2 under pressures up to 30 GPa.
This is combined with a first principles computational analysis of the pressure depen-
dency of frequencies and energetic favorability. Similar to that previously reported
for BaC2, both systems show high pressure phase transitions and then structural
amorphization at high pressures.
5.2 Methods: Synthesis, Raman Spectroscopy and Structure prediction
The experimental synthesis of the materials were prepared from stoichiometric
mixtures of metal (Li or Ca) and graphite powder. After the samples were heated in
an induction furnace, and then allowed to cool, the resultant products were light-grey
fine powders.
After synthesis X-ray diffraction measurements and Raman spectroscopy experi-
ments were performed. Powder X-ray diffraction was used for phase analysis of the
samples by placing the samples in 0.3 mm glass capillaries and taking measurements
on a Bruker D8 Advanced diffractometer. High pressure Raman spectroscopy ex-
periments were performed by the use of a gas-membrane driven DAC and a linearly
polarized argon-ion laser with a linearly polarized, diode-pumped solid state laser
with excitation wavelengths of 514.5 and 532 nm, respectively. [153]
The theoretical enthalpy vs pressure phase diagrams of Li2C2 and CaC2 were cal-
culated via the first principles all-electron projector augmented waves method (PAW)
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[43, 44] within VASP [48–51] and the exchange-correlation was treated via PBE [40]
parameterization. The structures were relaxed with respect to pressure, lattice pa-
rameters, and atomic positions. Forces were converged to better than 10−3 eV/A˚.
The Brillouin zone was mapped to a special k-point grid using the Monkhorst-Pack
scheme[112] of size 11x11x11 (6x6x6 for Pnma-Li2C2 and Rb2C2-type Li2C2) and
the kinetic energy cutoff was set at 675 eV. Structural relaxations and phonon cal-
culations were performed in the pressure range of 0-26 GPa in increments of 2 GPa.
Zone-centered phonon calculations were performed by use of VASP’s density func-
tionally perturbation theory method.
In order to search for unknown high pressure phases we employed the evolutionary
algorithm USPEX with ab initio calculations [6, 11]. Because of the experimental
evidence we restricted this search to systems containing only C2 dumbbells. In order
to achieve this, USPEX was used in combination with SIESTA [45–47] during the
first (out of four) relaxation steps during structure prediction. SIESTA allows the
use of the Z-matrix representation which provides the specification of molecules and
their internal degrees of freedom within the DFT relaxations [59]. As SIESTA is used
for orientation and simple relaxations the relaxation parameters during this step were
not set to be very strict. The SIESTA calculations used the PBE exchange-correlation
as well as a single-ζ basis. The plane wave cutoff (MeshCutoff) of the 3D grid was
set at 100 Ry and a Monkhorst-Pack grid of k-points defined at a cutoff radius of
10 A˚ was used [154] These calculations use the norm-conserving pseudopotentials of
Troullier and Martins [115]. All forces were optimized to less than 10−3 eV/A˚. After
the first relaxation by SIESTA three more relaxations were performed using VASP.
Any structures that didn’t contain C2 units after all relaxations were discarded.
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5.3 Structures and Raman spectra at ambient pressure
Synthesis of CaC2 resulted in a mixture of two of the experimentally known phases,
tetragonal I and monoclinic II. CaC2-II is believed to be the ground state phase of
CaC2 [147–149]. CaC2-I and II and the ground state phase of Li2C2 are shown in
figure 5.1. CaC2-I is a NaCl-type structure with space group I4/mmm, it contains
six-fold coordination of dumbbells to Ca ions. The structure is tetragonal due to
the orientation of the dumbbells along one axis, which distorts the axis. CaC2-II
has dumbbells oriented along multiple axis which lowers its symmetry and results
in its monoclinic structure. CaC2-II still maintains a six-fold dumbbell to cation
coordination. Li2C2 is orthorhombic with space group Immm and can be related to
the antiflourite structure where the Li ions are coordinated by four dumbbells and











Figure 5.1: The crystal structures of (a) tetragonal CaC2-I, (b) monoclinic CaC2-II,
and (c) orthorhombic Li2C2. Red and grey circles represent carbon and metal atoms,
respectively [155].
The Raman spectra of CaC2 and Li2C2 are shown in table 5.1 and in figure 5.2.
Table 5.1 shows the wavenumbers of the Raman active modes for CaC2-I, CaC2-II
and Li2C2, from both theory and experiment. Because of the covalent bonding of the
C-C dumbbells the spectra of the acetylide carbides can be divided into two separate
regions: high intensity C-C stretches that occur above 1800 cm−1 and low intensity
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modes that occur at wavenumbers below 500 cm−1 which are composed of librations
of the C2 dumbbells and translation modes. The low frequency modes are largely
composed of the displacements of the metal ions.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental Raman spectrum of (a) CaC2 and (b) Li2C2 at room tem-
perature and ambient pressure. As indicated by the relative intensities, the spectra
are dominated by the the high frequency stetching modes; low intensity librations are
at low wavenumbers [155].
CaC2-I and CaC2-II have one and two formula units per primitive cell, respec-
tively. As such, they have six and fifteen optical modes of which three and nine are
Raman active modes, respectively. CaC2-I contains the C-C stretching mode (A1g)
at 1864 cm−1 and the double degenerate libration of the C2 dumbbells (Eg) at 311
cm−1. Of the nine Raman modes in CaC2-II one C-C stretch is visible at 1874 cm−1
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Table 5.1: Raman active modes (in cm−1) for CaC2-I, CaC2-II, and the ground state
structure of Li2C2 (lib = libration mode, trans = translation mode) [155].
CaC2-I (D4h) CaC2-II (C2h) Li2C2 (D2h)
Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.
1864 1859 A1g 1874 1877 Bg 1872 1881 Ag
1874 Ag 453 Ag (trans)
311 297 Eg (lib) 352 339 Bg 385 402 B3g (trans)
∼311 304 Ag 318 334 B1g (lib)
262 244 Bg 301 B2g (trans)




(theory observes two stretches at 1874 and 1877 cm−1). Three other low frequency
modes are visible at 352, 262, and 171 cm−1, respectively. The other experimentally
unobserved modes may have very weak intensity and/or may overlap with the CaC2-I
libration mode.
Li2C2 has one formula unit in the primitive unit cell and has nine optic modes, six
are Raman active. The C-C stretch appears at 1872 cm−1, the two librations at 318
cm−1 and the three translations at 284 cm−1, as seen in figure 5.2b. The very weak
feature at 385 cm−1 may be the B3g translation (cf. Table 5.1). The experimental and
theoretical wavenumbers for CaC2-I and II, and Li2C2 show good agreement. Also,
the wavenumbers of the C-C stretches agree well with earlier accounts [135, 143, 148].
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5.4 High pressure behavior of CaC2
Figure 5.3 (left) and (right) show the Raman spectra and Raman frequencies for
CaC2 under pressure, respectively. As highlighted in figure 5.3b, as the pressure
increases the modes of CaC2-II quickly vanish and above 2 GPa, only the modes
from CaC2-I are present. This means that, even at relatively low pressures, either
CaC2-II transforms into CaC2-I or its Raman spectrum becomes featureless (e.g.
amorphization). After 2 GPa the spectrum of CaC2 seems to be maintained until
about 14 GPa, where its peaks begin to broaden and the intensities become weaker.
After 18 GPa, the spectrum essentially contains no peaks and remains unchanged
even if the pressure is reduced; which indicates an irreversible amorphization [153].
As seen in figure 5.3 (right), there is a deviation from the linear behavior of the
modes in the pressure ranges from 10-12 GPa. Above these pressures the differences
between theory and experiment are more widely separated. This suggests the onset of
a distortive structural transformation of tetragonal CaC2-I in these pressure ranges.
In conclusion, the theoretical and experimental Raman spectra under pressure agree
relatively well. CaC2-II shows pressure induced instability over 2 GPa, while over
18 GPa, CaC2-I becomes irreversibly amorphized.
In their study for different structural forms of CaC2 using simulated annealing,
Kulkarni et al. found two experimentally unknown structures; orthorhombic CaC2-
V and monoclinic CaC2-VI. CaC2-V and VI are viable alternatives for CaC2 under
ambient conditions along with the experimentally known structures, CaC2-I, II, and
III. We have chosen not to consider CaC2-IV in this study as it is a rotationally
disordered high pressure phase. Kulkarni et al. found their new phase CaC2-V to be
the most energetically favorable structure at ambient pressure, and they concluded
that many different structures may exist under ambient pressure which differ by the
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Figure 5.3: (a) Raman spectra of CaC2 at various pressures. (b) Disappearance
of CaC2-II at low pressures. (The librational and stretching modes do not have
the same intensity scale; intensities are arbitrary.) (c) & (d): Pressure dependence
of the stretching and librational modes in CaC2, lines represent wavenumbers from
theoretical calculations. Different colors and symbols distinguish two independent
experimental series [155].
rotational orientation of their C2 dumbbells [150]. All these phases of CaC2 share a
quasi-NaCl-type structure, with the Ca for Na and C2 for Cl. After about 30 GPa,
CaC2-VII with a rhombohedral quasi-CsCl-type structure was predicted to become
the most energetically favorable phase. Figure 5.4 shows the structures of monoclinic
CaC2-VI and the high pressure phase CaC2-VII.
In figure 5.5 the theoretical enthalpy differences of CaC2-II, III, V, VI, and VII
with respect to CaC2-I are shown as a function of pressure. We find at ambient






Figure 5.4: The crystal structures of (a) CaC2-VI and (b) CaC2-VII. Red and grey
circles represent carbon and metal atoms, respectively [155].
to that reported by Kulkarni et al.. Although, we also find that CaC2-III is nearly
degenerate with CaC2-II at ambient pressure. The polymorphic nature of CaC2 is
clearly seen when noticing that at ambient pressure there are five structures (CaC2-
I,II,III,V,VI) that are within 25 meV/formula unit of each other. As pressure is added,
CaC2-II, III, and V become less favorable with respect to CaC2-I, with the theoretical
V-to-I and III-to-I transitions occurring around 2 and 6 GPa, respectively. Above
10 GPa, CaC2-VI becomes more favorable than CaC2-I but still remains less favorable
than CaC2-II. Lastly, at pressures above 24 GPa the quasi-CsCl-type structure CaC2-
VII becomes the most enthalpically favorable structure.
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Figure 5.5: The enthalpy vs. pressure (per formula unit) for CaC2 with respect to
the tetragonal CaC2-I structure. The inset is a blow-up of the 0-2 GPa region [155].
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The largest discrepancy between theory and experiment is the theoretical stabi-
lization of CaC2-II above 10 GPa while experimentally it is shown to unstable at
pressures above 2 GPa. The theoretical stabilization of CaC2-VI at 10 GPa may ac-
count for discontinuity in the experimental pressures at that pressure (cf. Figure 5.3
(right)), this would however, need to be confirmed with X-ray diffraction experiments.
There is no experimental evidence for the transition to CaC2-VII as CaC2 amorphizes
prior to the calculated transition pressure.
5.5 High pressure behavior of Li2C2
Figure 5.6 shows the experimental Raman spectra (left) and Raman frequencies
(right) of Li2C2, at various pressures. After about 15 GPa, additional modes begin to
appear in the Raman spectra which we attribute to the onset of transition to a high
pressure phase. The ground state orthorhombic structure coexists with the high pres-
sure phase until about 20 GPa. Around 23 GPa, the Raman peaks attributed to the
high pressure phase begin to broaden. After 25 GPa, the Raman spectrum becomes
featureless and remains so even after pressure is reduced, indicating an irreversible
amorphization of Li2C2. The amorphization of Li2C2 occurs at higher pressure (25
GPa) than in CaC2 (18 GPa).
A traditional computational structure search based on a pool of likely candidates
(i.e. the structures of alkali metal peroxides, heavier alkali metal carbides, and the
structure of Li2CN2 with the C atom of the linear carbodiimide ion removed) did not
lead to a satisfactory result. Among these candidates only the orthorhombic Rb2C2
structure (SG = Pnma, Z = 4) represented a reasonable guess for a Li2C2 high pres-
sure structure, although the transition pressure appears somewhat high (around 18
GPa). The search was subsequently expanded by applying the evolutionary algorithm
USPEX [6, 11] in conjunction with ab initio calculations at 20 GPa, which resulted
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Figure 5.6: (a) Raman spectra of Li2C2 at various pressures. (b) Detailed view of the
evolution of the high pressure phase above 15 GPa. (c) & (d): Pressure dependence
of the stretching and librational modes in Li2C2, lines represent wavenumbers from
theoretical calculations on the ground state structure. Different colors and symbols
distinguish two independent experimental series [155].
in a new structure Pnma-Li2C2 (displayed in figure 5.7). This structure is closely
related to the Rb2C2-type and crystallizes also orthorhombic with space group Pnma.
At higher pressures (∼30 GPa) we find that Pnma-Li2C2 transitions into a Cmcm
phase with a higher symmetry. Pnma-Li2C2 is dynamically stable and the phonon
dispersion relations are shown in appendix A.
The structure parameters for the high pressure phases Pnma-Li2C2 and Cmcm-
Li2C2 are shown in table 5.2 for 20 and 40 GPa, respectively. Within Pnma-Li2C2, the
C2 dumbbells are oriented along the b direction. Li atoms (or rather ions) form planar
nets that can be idealized (as visualized in the higher-symmetry Cmcm-Li2C2 struc-
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Figure 5.7: Crystal structure of the high pressure phases of Li2C2 showing the A
and B layers of Li nets in relation to the C2 dumbbells, as described in the text. Top:
The predicted high pressue phase Pnma-Li2C2. Bottom: The idealized high pressure
phase Cmcm-Li2C2. Li ions are shown as light grey circles and C atoms as red circles.
Figure 5.8: Coordination of the C2 dumbbells within the high pressure phases
Pnma-Li2C2 and Cmcm-Li2C2. Li ions are shown as light grey circles and C atoms
as red circles.
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Table 5.2: Structure parameters of the high pressure phases Pnma-Li2C2 and
Cmcm-Li2C2 at 20 and 40 GPa.
20 GPa 40 GPa
Pnma-Li2C2 a,b,c=5.0133, 4.4893, 5.8218 a,b,c=4.3829, 4.3900, 5.7911
Li1 4c 0.1623 0.2500 0.9033 0.2500 0.2500 0.9014
Li2 4c 0.9945 0.2500 0.2874 0.0000 0.2500 0.2500
C 8d 0.7535 0.1108 0.9229 0.7500 0.1083 0.9212
Cmcm-Li2C2 a,b,c=4.5255, 6.0213, 4.7172 a,b,c=4.3900, 5.7909, 4.3815
Li1 4c 0.6538 0.6538 0.2500 0.6513 0.6513 0.2500
Li2 4a 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
C 8g 0.4682 0.1919 0.2500 0.4705 0.1870 0.2500
ture) as consisting of triangles and five-membered rings in a ratio 1:1. Interatomic
distances within triangles are short, ∼2.5 A˚ in Pnma-Li2C2 at 20 GPa and ∼2.3 A˚
in Cmcm-Li2C2 at 40 GPa. Whereas, the distances completing 5-membered rings are
longer ∼3.1 A˚ in Pnma-Li2C2 at 20 GPa and ∼2.8 A˚ in Cmcm-Li2C2 at 40 GPa.
Dumbbell units are oriented perpendicularly to Li nets and center 5-membered rings.
Li nets are symmetrically equivalent in the high pressure structures but occur in
two different orientations A and B. Pnma-Li2C2 and Cmcm-Li2C2 are built up by
stacking dumbbell-stuffed Li nets in an AB fashion. This structure provides a con-
siderably more efficient packing of dumbbells and Li ions compared to the ground
state structure. As mentioned earlier, in the ground state structure each dumbbell
unit is surrounded by eight Li atoms, and each Li atom by four dumbbell units (CaF2
structures). In Pnma-Li2C2 and Cmcm-Li2C2, a dumbbell unit is surrounded by 11
Li atoms, and five (six) dumbbell units coordinate Li1 (Li2), as shown in figure 5.8.
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As a consequence of this efficient packing, the Pnma-Li2C2 structure obtains a 7%
lower volume per formula unit than the ground state phase at 20 GPa.
Figure 5.9: Enthalpy-pressure relations of Li2C2 per formula unit with respect to
the orthorhombic ground state structure.
Figure 5.9 shows the enthalpy-pressure relationship for the Rb2C2-type structure,
Pnma-Li2C2 and Cmcm-Li2C2. Symmetry related quandaries in VASP did not al-
low Pnma-Li2C2 to be relaxed to pressures below 8 GPa. The theoretically predicted
transition pressure for Pnma-Li2C2 is significantly lower than that for the Rb2C2-type
structure at about 13 GPa and in agreement with experiment findings. The ideal-
ized structure Cmcm-Li2C2 has a higher transition pressure of around 16 GPa. The
wavenumbers of the Raman active modes of Pnma-Li2C2 are also in good agreement
with experiment as depicted in figure 5.10. The wavenumbers for the C-C stretches
and C2 librations/translations closely match the experimental Raman spectra above
15 GPa. However, two Raman active C-C stretching modes are calculated and only
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one is observed and a manifold of modes are calculated in the libration and translation
region and only a few are observed. Pnma-Li2C2 is considered the experimentally
observed high pressure phase of Li2C2 (although this needs to be confirmed with
synchrotron x-ray experiments).
Figure 5.10: The raman active modes of the high pressure phase (Pnma) and the
ground state structures compared to the experimentally observed Raman spectra.
Different colors and symbols distinguish two independent experimental series, and
lines represent wavenumbers from theoretical calculations.
The band structures of the orthorhombic ground state structure of Li2C2 and
Pnma-Li2C2 are shown in figure 5.11. At pressures below 10 GPa both structures
exhibit semiconductor properties. At 0 GPa the ground state phase has an indirect
band gap of 3.3 eV with the bottom of the conduction band at Γ and the top of the
valence band at T , while at 8 GPa Pnma-Li2C2 also exhibits an indirect band gap
of 2.5 eV with the bottom of the conduction band at Γ and the top of the valence
band lying along T -Y . However, as pressure increases the band gap in Pnma-Li2C2
closes relatively quickly. After 30 GPa there is a clear discontinuity in the band gap
pressure relations of Pnma-Li2C2 which highlights the merging of Pnma-Li2C2 into
the higher symmetry phase Cmcm-Li2C2, as seen in figure 5.12. At around 40 GPa,
while the band gap of the ground state structure only decreases to 1.9 eV (direct gap
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Figure 5.11: Calculated band structures of the ground state structure (left) and the
higher pressure phase (right) of Li2C2. Red solid lines represent the ground state and
high pressure phases at zero and eight GPa, respectively. Dashed blue lines represent
the structures at 40 GPa.
Figure 5.12: Bandgap-pressure relations of the ground state and high pressure
phases of Li2C2.
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Figure 5.13: Left: Enthalpy-pressure relations of Pnma-Li2C2 with respect to
Cmcm-Li2C2. The dotted black line is a polynomial fit of HPnma-HCmcm to pres-
sures ≤ 30 GPa. Right: Volume-pressure relations of the ground state structure and
the high pressure phases Pnma-Li2C2 and Cmcm-Li2C2.
The phase transition of Pnma-Li2C2 into Cmcm-Li2C2 can also be clearly seen
in the enthalpy and volume-pressure relationships shown in figure 5.13. It may be
speculated that the second order-like transition Pnma → Cmcm relates to the ex-
perimentally observed amorphization of Li2C2 (at around 25 GPa). However, the
calculated transition pressure (about 32 GPa) is somewhat too high to support this.
5.6 Summary
We have reported here an investigation of the high pressure behavior of Li2C2 and
CaC2. Raman spectroscopy studies were performed up to a pressure of 30 GPa at
room temperature. At ambient pressure CaC2 is polymorphic, but at only a slightly
higher pressure of 2 GPa CaC2-II is shown to be unstable. CaC2-I is stable up to
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around 12 GPa, where it possibly becomes distorted and around 18 GPa CaC2 amor-
phizes. Li2C2 remains in its ground state structure until about 15 GPa, where it makes
a pressure-induced transition into a high pressure acetylide phase. The theoretically
predicted structure (Pnma-Li2C2) for the high pressure phase closely matches that
of the experimental results in both C-C stretching frequencies and transition pres-
sure. After about 32 GPa this high pressure phase transitions into a higher-symmetry
structure with space group Cmcm, however, our experimental results show that after
25 GPa, Li2C2 becomes amorphous. The behavior of Li2C2 and CaC2 are therefore
similar to that of BaC2, in that after transition to a high pressure phase the structures
amorphize. We have shown that structural polymorphism exists in these acetylide
carbides at high pressure.
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Chapter 6
FIRST PRINCIPLES STRUCTURE PREDICTION OF ALKALI AND
ALKALINE EARTH METAL CARBIDES - THE Li2C2 AND CaC2 SYSTEMS
6.1 Introduction
As described in the previous chapter, carbides composed of alkali and alkaline
earth metals usually contain acetylides that consist of C2−2 dumbbell anions. It is
known that most acetylide carbides are polymorphic as they display different possi-
ble crystalline structures in their solid forms [135]. While experimentally Li2C2 was
not known to be polymorphic (except for a cubic high temperature form with rota-
tional distorted C2 dumbbells [143]) until recently [153], CaC2 has four experimentally
known structures and has been theoretically shown to exhibit several more [150].
As carbides tend to exhibit polymorphism, there is an immediate question that
arises: What possible other forms of structures could be found for carbon based
compounds?
In the literature various systems composed of metals and carbon have been in-
vestigated, for instance, metal intercalated graphite and fullerenes (i.e. fullerides)
have been extensively explored. Some fullerides have been shown to exhibit super-
conductivity with transition temperatures exceeding 20 K [156–161]. In intercalated
systems, where the metal ion is either Li or Ca, superconductivity has been known as
well. CaC6 and LiC6 have been shown to exhibit superconductivity, with CaC6 hav-
ing the highest known superconducting critical temperature of the metal intercalated
graphite compounds (11.5 K) [161–163].
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Polyanionicity is a feature of compounds composed of s-block metals and more
electronegative p-block elements [164, 165]. The polymeric nature of carbons in these
compounds is found because the p-block metals or semimetals may bind to each other
to create an electronic octet leaving the less electronegative metals to form ionic-type
bonding. The result of this type of bonding is carbon polymers with an anionic
nature, hence the term polyanionic. These systems exhibit remarkable geometric
features, they can exist in one-dimensional strands and chains, two-dimensional slabs
and planes/layers or three-dimensional clusters.
Polymeric carbides have been explored theoretically in Li2C2 and MgC2 [151, 166],
and experimentally in BaC2 [167]. In this study, we focus on the exploration of the
high pressure phases of the Li2C2 and CaC2 systems in pressure ranges from 0-20 GPa.
The goal of the study was to explore the configurational space of lithium and calcium
carbide compounds in order to find the global minimum of the energy landscape
at target pressures (5.5, 8, 10 and 20 GPa). However all competitive structures
found contained carbon polymers. These polymeric phases appear to be enthalpically
favorable even at moderate pressures (<10 GPa) and in CaC2 a polyanionic phase
was discovered that closely rivals the known ground state phase CaC2-II [150].
6.2 Description of computational calculations
The enthalpy vs. pressure phase diagrams of CaC2 and Li2C2 and the ab initio
calculations during structure prediction were performed using the first principles all
electron projector augmented waves (PAW) [43, 44] method as implemented by the
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [48–51]. Exchange correlation effects
were treated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew
Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization [40]. The structures were relaxed with
respect to pressure, lattice parameters, and atomic positions. Forces were converged
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to better than 10−3 eV/A˚. Integration over the Brillouin Zone (BZ) was done on
a grid of special k-points of size 11x11x11 (or resolutions better than 2pix0.06 A˚−1
during structure prediction) determined according to the Monkhorst Pack scheme
[112]. For all calculations using VASP the plane-wave energy cutoff was set to 675 eV
(Li2C2) and 550 eV (CaC2), with 3p
64s2, 1s22s1 and 2s22p2 treated as valence electrons
for Ca, Li and C, respectively. To obtain the band structure and enthalpies VASP
calculations were performed using the tetrahedron method with Blo¨chl correction for
BZ integration [113].
The evolutionary algorithm USPEX [6] was applied to the CaC2 and Li2C2 sys-
tems for structure prediction. Structure searches were performed with 1, 2, 3, 4 and
6 formula units per simulation cell. VASP was used for all ab initio structural re-
laxation and enthalpy calculations. The first generation of structures was generated
randomly and each subsequent generation was produced from 60% of the lowest en-
thalpy structures in the previous generation. The lowest-enthalpy structures of every
generation survived into the next generation. For producing the next generation’s
structures, the operators used were heredity (60% structures), atomic permutation
(10%), lattice mutation (20%), and soft mutation (10%).
Phonon and electron-phonon coupling calculations were performed using the Quan-
tum Espresso package [56] using the PBE exchange-correlation. The Monkhorst-Pack
grid for calculating the electronic density of states for electron-phonon coupling was
set at 40x40x40. The plane-wave cutoff was set at 60 Ry using Gaussian smearing,
with a smearing parameter of 0.05 Ry. For calculations of phonons an 8x8x8 k-point
mesh was using for electronic integration over the BZ, with a 4x4x4 q grid used for
calculating the phonon dynamical matrix elements. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials used
were generated by the Vanderbilt method [42] with 3s23p64s2, 1s22s1 and 2s22p2 as
valence electrons for Ca, Li and C, respectively.
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6.3 Energetic Favorability
The enthalpy differences of the predicted dicarbide structures relative to their re-
spective ground states are shown in figures 6.1a and 6.1b for Li2C2 and CaC2. In
Li2C2 both predicted structures P 3¯m1 and Cmcm become more energetically favor-
able than the ground state at about 6 GPa. Surprisingly in CaC2, the Cmcm structure
becomes more energetically favorable than the ground state with only a small amount
of pressure (∼2 GPa), while the Immm phase becomes the most favorable at about
16 GPa.
The lattice contributions to the enthalpies at zero Kelvin were added to the en-
thalpies via calculations of the zero-point energies (ZPE). The ZPE contributions
were constructed from phonon calculations of all phases at 0, 5 and 15 GPa, in order
to account for the pressure induced differences in the phonons. A polynomial fit was
then applied to the ZPE in order to map them to the rest of the pressure range under
investigation (0-20 GPa). While in Cmcm-Li2C2 and the CaC2 phases there is little
difference to the enthalpies before and after the ZPE contributions, there is a notable
difference to the enthalpy of P 3¯m1-Li2C2. Inclusion of the ZPE to the enthalpy of
P 3¯m1-Li2C2 shifts its enthalpy to be about 0.025 eV/atom higher across all pressure
ranges and causes this system to be quickly unfavorable with respect to Cmcm-Li2C2.
6.4 Crystal structures
All predicted structures are polymeric carbides, they are depicted in figure 6.2b
(The ground state structures are represented in figure 6.2a). The Pnma-Li2C2 struc-
ture is composed of slightly puckered honeycomb (graphene) sheets of C atoms that
are intercalated by a double layer of Li atoms. Li and C atoms within layers are
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Figure 6.1: The enthalpy as a function of pressure of the predicted structures of
(a) Li2C2 and (b) CaC2 in reference to their respective ground state (GS) structures.
Broken lines/open symbols and solid lines/solid symbols represent results with and
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Figure 6.2: Crystal structures of the (a) ground state acetylide phases and (b)
predicted structural phases of Li2C2 and CaC2 (left and right hand panel, respec-
tively). Carbon and metal atoms are represented as red and grey circles, respectively.
Carbon-carbon distances (in A˚) are labeled [168].
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distance (2.02 A˚) imposes the corrugation of carbon layers and gives the C atoms
a peculiar umbrella-like coordination. The distance between neighboring C atoms
is 1.51 A˚, which is considerably elongated compared to graphene/graphite (1.42 A˚).
The double layer of Li atoms relates to a close-packed arrangement with distances
of 2.57 and 2.84 A˚ within and between single layers, respectively. The Cmcm-Li2C2
phase, though found by us using an evolutionary algorithm [11], was found earlier by
Chen et al. [151] using a combination of random and database driven searching. It
is isotypic to the CrB structure, the C atoms are arranged in zigzag chains (all-trans
conformation) with an equidistant C-C distance of 1.45 A˚.
Another Cmcm structure was found in CaC2. This orthorhombic structure also
contains zigzag chains of C atoms, but the C chains are arranged in the all-cis confor-
mation with two nearest-neighbor C-C distances within the chain of 1.40 A˚ and 1.46
A˚. The Ca atoms are arranged within the structure so that there is a large Ca-Ca sep-
aration (nearest Ca-Ca distance 3.50 A˚). Zigzag chains appear once again in another
CaC2 compound, this time in an orthorhombic structure with space group Immm.
In this structure two all-trans chains combine to form one-dimensional strands of
hexagons that run along the a-axis of the conventional cell. Each C atom has two
nearest-neighbor carbons separated by a distance of 1.55 A˚ within each all-trans
chain, connecting C-C distance between the chains is shorter at 1.48 A˚. Table 6.1
displays the structural parameters of the predicted phases.
6.5 Electronic structures
The polyanionic forms of Li2C2 and CaC2 are metals or semimetals, which con-
trasts with their ground state (GS) acetylide forms, who are wide band gap insulators.
Of particular note is the new P 3¯m1-Li2C2 phase’s electronic structure (cf. figure 6.3a).
The contribution of the pz orbitals to the energy bands are highlighted as fatbands in
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Table 6.1: Structure parameters of the predicted phases of Li2C2 (left) and CaC2
(right). Cell parameters are in Angstroms.
Cmcm-Li2C2 Cmcm-CaC2
a,b,c = 3.3350, 7.8128, 2.5580 a,b,c = 3.7459, 8.7559, 4.7587
Li 4c 0.5000 0.1499 0.7500 Ca 4c 0.5000 0.8535 0.7500
C 4c 0.5000 0.4563 0.7500 C 8f 0.5000 0.4383 0.1029
P 3¯m1-Li2C2 Immm-CaC2
a=2.5708, c=6.1940 a,b,c = 2.6818, 7.3506, 6.4867
Li 2d 1/3, 2/3, 0.3043 Ca 4g 0.0000 0.2059 0.0000
C 2d 1/3, 2/3, 0.9782 C1 4i 0.0000 0.0000 0.3860
C2 4j 0.0000 0.5000 0.2325
the figure. The available carbon s and p orbitals form the three σ and one pi bonding
bands which are located in the energy range -20 to -4 eV, which closely resemble that
of the dispersion of graphene shown in figure 6.4. In graphene the antibonding pi band
(pi∗) is empty, in P 3¯m1-Li2C2 the pi∗ hybridizes and forms a Li-C bonding valence
band with the Li s,pz states (a representation of this interplay is shown in the DOS
inset in figure 6.3a). This band is dispersed from -4 eV up to the Fermi level. The
result of this hybridization is a gap opening in the bands from Γ-K and Γ-M and a
narrow band crossing between A-H. This results in the pseudogap seen in the density
of states (DOS) and gives this structure its semi-metallic nature.
The band structure of the carbon all-cis zigzag chain system Cmcm-Li2C2 is
shown in figure 6.3b. In this system there is also a clear contribution of the Li states
to the valence bands. The carbon contribution to the pi and pi∗ bands are highlighted


















































































Figure 6.3: Electronic band structure and DOS for P 3¯m1-Li2C2 (a), Cmcm-Li2C2
(b), and Cmcm-CaC2 (c). ppi contributions are shown as fatbands. (d) DOS for
Immm-CaC2. Site-projected DOS shows the C-ppi (red line) and metal (Li-sp/Ca-
spd) contribution (blue line). Insets in a and b sketch the Li-C bonding interaction in
P 3¯m1-Li2C2 and the interplay of lone electron pair σ and C-C pi bands as valence and















Figure 6.4: The band structure of graphene. The Fermi level is located at the blue
dashed line and the definitive Dirac point is located at K. Unlike in P 3¯m1-Li2C2,
three σ and one pi band lie below the Fermi level while the pi∗ band is empty [168].
zigzag chain (px). As the chain runs along the z-direction, the Γ-Z direction in
the band structure reflects the one-dimensional chain. The pi and pi∗ band become
degenerate at Z which is an intersection with the Fermi level.
Similarly in Cmcm-CaC2 the all-trans chain runs along the Γ-Z direction, which
is shown in figure 6.3c. Unlike in Cmcm-Li2C2, the all-trans chain of Cmcm-CaC2
contains four atoms per primitive unit. The resultant 8 p carbon electrons give rise
to 4 p orbitals which appear to be “folded back” to Γ in comparison to the bands
seen in Cmcm-Li2C2. In this system the splitting of the bonding and antibonding is
seen at Γ at about -1 eV below the Fermi level and the lower third part of the pi∗
band is filled.
All one-dimensional polyanionic chain systems are metals including Immm-CaC2
(cf. figure 6.3d). Here the carbon atoms form one-dimensional strands of hexagons,
but the metallic nature of these systems is probably typical for systems with linear
chains of polyanions. One-dimensional polyanions contain lone electron pairs asso-
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ciated with σ-type bands, unlike that found in P 3¯m1-Li2C2, which contains only σ
based bonding bands. The σ-bands associated with lone electron pairs will be par-
tially unfilled and disperse in the energy ranges in which the pi-type bands are found.
The holes in the lone pair bands are balanced by electrons in the pi∗ bands leading to
the pi∗ bands being partially occupied.
6.6 Electron-phonon coupling
Electron-phonon coupling (EPC) calculations were performed on the one dimen-
sional, metallic, polyanionic systems Cmcm-Li2C2, Cmcm-CaC2 and Immm-CaC2,
at their equilibrium volumes, in order to explore their superconductive properties.
Table 6.2 shows the calculated superconductivity critical temperatures Tc according
to the Allen-Dynes modified McMillan equation [78], for Cmcm-Li2C2 (8.6 - 14 K),
Cmcm-CaC2 (1.3 - 3.5 K) and Immm-CaC2 (9.8 - 14.6 K), using a typical range of
0.14 - 0.1 for the Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗. Figure 6.5 shows the Eliashberg func-
tion α2F (ω) as a function of the phonon frequency ω in Cmcm-Li2C2, Cmcm-CaC2
and Immm-CaC2. Both logarithmic average phonon frequency ωlog and the EPC
constant λ are dominated by the Eliashberg function (cf. section 2.3.4). ωlog and λ









The phonon dispersion curves of the polyanionic carbides are shown in appendix B.
The phonons can be roughly separated into three different regions: the low frequency
region up to 300/400 (Li/Ca systems) cm−1, which is dominated by the vibrations of
the metal atoms; an intermediate region up to 800/600 cm−1, which is characterized
by the out-of-plane vibrations of the C atoms; and the high frequency region, which is
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Figure 6.5: The phonon density of states and the EPC parameters λ and α2F(ω)
(right hand and left hand panel, respectively) for (a) Cmcm-Li2C2, (b) Cmcm-CaC2
and (c) Immm-CaC2 [168].
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Table 6.2: Superconductivity parameters of metallic polyanionic carbides.
ωlog (K) λ TC (K) (µ
∗ = 0.10)
Cmcm-Li2C2 671 0.586 14.2
Cmcm-CaC2 586 0.427 3.50
Immm-CaC2 471 0.668 14.6
dominated by the C-C interactions (stretching and bending modes) within the plane
of the one-dimensional chains. The Eliashberg functions clearly show that the low
and intermediate frequency regions supply the major contribution to λ, and therefore
the superconductivity. These regions, involving metal atom and out-of-plane C atom
displacements, actually contribute between 70-75% of the maximum value of the EPC
constant λ. The high contribution of these two different types of displacement to the
superconductivity points towards a pi-type (partially filled pi∗ band) electron-phonon
coupling, as these states also have a large contribution from the metal ions around the
Fermi level. A similar description has been used in graphene intercalated compounds,
where the superconductivity is described by carbon out-of-plane vibrations coupled
to an interlayer state that contains large metal orbital contributions [169].
6.7 Summary
We investigated the energy landscape of Li2C2 and CaC2 via theoretical structure
prediction by the use of evolutionary algorithms and first principles calculations.
Our results suggest that, with pressure, acetylide carbides unfold a novel polyanionic
carbon chemistry, which is rich in structures and reminiscent of Zintl phases. In
contrast to salt-like acetylides, polymeric carbides of Li2C2 and CaC2 display metal
or semimetal properties. The metallic forms were shown to be superconductors. It
is remarkable that comparatively low pressure conditions (below 20 GPa) are needed
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for inducing polyanionic carbides, suggesting that even large-volume high pressure
technology may be able to access them. It should be noted, however, that at present
the formation conditions are unknown. Our recent compression work on Li2C2 and
CaC2 [153], and the work on BaC2 [167], show amorphization of these acetylides rather
than the formation of crystalline polyanionic carbides. The local structure of the
amorphous carbide phases has not yet been analyzed, but it may reveal the presence
of polyanionic carbon fragments. The formation of crystalline phases possibly requires
the simultaneous application of high pressure and high temperature.
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Chapter 7
FIRST PRINCIPLES STRUCTURE PREDICTION OF ALKALI AND
ALKALINE EARTH METAL CARBIDES - THE Mg-C SYSTEMS
In contrast with heavier alkaline earth metal carbon systems, there are two exper-
imentally known phases of Mg-C: MgC2 and Mg2C3. Interestingly, none of these can
be synthesized from the elements. MgC2 was first obtained by Novak in 1910 via a
reaction of Mg and acetylene [170]. The reaction for the synthesis of MgC2 starts at
around 720 K, but by about 770 K MgC2 is known to already begin to decompose into
Mg2C3. Acetylene is unstable under the reaction conditions of MgC2 and therefore
the resultant product of the MgC2 reaction is known to be contaminated with organic
polymers and carbon black [135, 171]. In fact, both the known phases of Mg-C are
thermally unstable and highly reactive [172, 173]. For these reasons, and because Mg
combines quickly with any oxygen impurities in the surrounding environment, the
best reaction yields for well crystallized MgC2 from multiple endeavors [170, 174–177]
were 56 wt.%.
It wasn’t until 1992 that the crystal structure of Mg2C3 (space group Pnnm,
Z=2) was fully characterized. This was a result of a high yield (∼90% Mg2C3) from a
reaction of magnesium powder with n-pentane and refinement of the structure from X-
ray and neutron powder diffraction [172]. Six years later, in 1998, the MgC2 structure
was finally fully determined (space group P42/mnm, Z=2) via a highly crystalline
sample (∼75 wt.%) yielded by a reaction in which iodine was mixed with the Mg
powder prior to synthesis [135, 178].
The difficulties in synthesizing phases of Mg-C and their low thermal stability
point toward a metastable nature. This has already been indicated in an early calori-
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metric study [177] and a recent theoretical investigation of the enthalpies of formation
[179]. The metastable nature of MgC2 appears surprising in light of the apparently
different situation with the heavier congeners. In light of this, we ask: will there be
stable composition of carbides in the Mg-C system? As shown in the previous chapter,
Li2C2 and CaC2 develop polymeric carbide structures at slightly elevated pressures.
Does Mg-C perhaps have a stable polymeric carbide phase? This has been predicted
for the composition MgC2 in a recent work by Srepusharawoot et al. [166] via the
use of theoretical random structure prediction of Pickard and Needs [17, 18]. The
predicted polymeric structure contains chains of interconnected five-member rings
surrounded by a network of Mg atoms. Another prediction concerns Mg2C which was
assumed in an antifluorite structure (space group Fm3¯m, Z=1). Neither predicted
phase has been verified experimentally.
7.1 Computational Methods
Total energies, enthalpies, and structure relaxation calculations were performed
via the first principles all-electron projector augmented waves method [43, 44] as
implemented in VASP [48–51]. Exchange-correlation effects were treated within the
generalized gradient approximation using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) param-
eterization [40]. Structures were relaxed with respect to pressure, lattice parameters,
and atomic positions; forces were converged to better than 1x10−3 eV/A˚. The kinetic
energy cutoff was set at 520 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack [112] grid of k-points with
resolution of <0.03 A˚−1 was used for integration over the Brillouin zone. Structure
relaxations were performed from 0-20 GPa in increments of 2 GPa for mapping the
enthalpy-pressure relations.
In order to search for new phases of MgC and MgC2, a systematic configurational
space search was performed via the use of the evolutionary algorithm USPEX [6, 11].
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During prediction the structures were relaxed via VASP to a target pressure (0, 10
or 20 GPa) and up to 5 formula units were used. The ab initio enthalpy from VASP
was used as the fitness criteria and a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid with a resolution
of 2pi x 0.04 A˚−1 was used.
7.2 Energetic stability
Figure 7.1 (top) shows the enthalpy of formation of the two separate acetylide
phases of MC2 (M=Be,Mg,Ca,Sr,Ba) with respect to their individual alkaline earth
metal elements, at equilibrium pressure. The two tetragonal phases under investiga-
tion are the experimentally known ground state structure of MgC2, P42/mnm, (cf.
P42/mnm and I4/mmm in figure 7.3) and the ambient pressure polymorphic phase
of CaC2-I, I4/mmm. Both structures are variants of the rock-salt structure with
ordered C2 dumbbells. Positive values in figure 7.1 display energetic unfavorability
of the tetragonal phases with respect to the pure elements, and vice versa. It is clear
that both phases are highly unfavorable in the lighter alkaline earth metals, Be and
Mg. For the heavier elements (Ca, Sr, Ba), there is a sharp contrast in energetic
stability. CaC2 and SrC2 are energetically favorable, but BaC2 is slightly unfavor-
able. It is interesting that MgC2 is the only structure in which the P42/mnm phase
is more favorable than I4/mmm. This feature is also experimentally seen as, unlike
in MgC2 [135, 171, 178], I4/mmm is an experimentally determined phase of CaC2
[147], SrC2 [145] and BaC2 [180]. Our results for the formation enthalpies of these
systems agree well with a previous theoretical report on the experimental compounds
found in reference [181].
The energetic stability of these compounds may relate to their ionicities. Bader
charge analysis was performed on the MC2 compounds in order to quantify their
ionicities; the results are shown in figure 7.1 (bottom) for the charge transfer on the
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Figure 7.1: Top: The enthalpy of formation of the MC2 (M=Be,Mg,Ca,Sr,Ba)
binary compounds. ∆H = H[MC2] - H[M] - 2·H[C]. Bottom: The charge transfer
(∆e) of the metal ion M in MC2 according to Bader analysis [9, 62]. Blue and red
bars represent the P42/mnm and I4/mmm phases, respectively.
metal ion M in MC2. The ionicities also display a clear contrast between the lighter
metals Mg and Be and the heavier metals Ca, Sr, and Ba. Ionicity may be related to
structural stability in these systems as the phase (P42/mnm or I4/mmm) that dis-
plays the lowest ionicity corresponds to the experimentally known compounds (MC2,
M=Mg,Ca,Sr,Ba) and energetic stabilities described above. However, the calculated
charge transfer contradicts simple electronegativity arguments (the lighter alkaline
earth metals Be and Mg are more electronegative than the heavier ones. Thus one
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would expect a smaller charge transfer for BeC2 and MgC2). A possible relation
between ionicity and structural stability clearly needs further analysis.
Figure 7.2: Formation enthalpy per atom of the Mg-C binary compounds. The
MgC2 systems are represented by solid lines and dots, MgC systems by dotted lines
and squares, Mg2C3 by a dashed line and triangles, and Mg2C by a dash-dot line with
diamonds.
Figure 7.2 shows the enthalpies of formation per atom of the various Mg-C systems
relative to the pure elements, hcp Mg and diamond C (the energy difference to ground
state graphite is small, and accurate calculations of graphite become difficult due to
the modelling of Van der Waal’s bonding in graphite, also, diamond is more ener-
getically favorable than graphite at only slightly elevated pressures (∼2 GPa) [182]).
From the figure it is clear that all systems under investigation, including the ex-
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perimentally known systems Mg2C3 and P42/mnm-MgC2, are metastable within the
pressure range under study (excepting Fm3¯m-Mg2C). At ambient pressure, Mg2C3 is
the most energetically favorable, followed shortly by the four theoretically predicted
structures C2/m-MgC, Fm3¯m-Mg2C, C2/m-MgC2 and Immm-MgC, in that order.
Interestingly, P42/mnm-MgC2 is more stable than I4/mmm-MgC2 at ambient pres-
sure, but after about 7 GPa it becomes less favorable than I4/mmm-MgC2. Among
the polymorphs of MgC2, C2/m-MgC2 is clearly the most energetically favorable
phase across all pressure ranges. At about 6 GPa the most stable structure, Mg2C3,
is superseded by the antiflourite structure Fm3¯m-Mg2C. Intriguingly, above 6 GPa
the hypothetical phase Mg2C is the most energetically favorable and actually becomes
a stable structure with respect to the pure elements at around 12 GPa. Mg2C might
be accessible by high pressure synthesis.
7.3 Structures
The various Mg-C structures under investigation are represented in figure 7.3.
The predicted structures represent several different forms of C-C bonding, including
1D-chain polymers, C2 dumbbells and C3 groups. Experimentally known P42/mnm-
MgC2 is similar to the tetragonal form of CaC2 (CaC2-I). The structure contains C2
dumbbells which are aligned perpendicular to the tetragonal c axis (in CaC2-I the
dumbbells are parallel with the c axis). Both CaC2-I and P42/mnm-MgC2 are NaCl-
type structures which are tetragonally distorted and each cation is 6-fold coordinated
with C2 dumbells (two along the c axis and four in the plane perpendicular to the c
axis). Mg2C3 (space group Pnnm, Z=2) contains linear allylenide anions C
4−
3 with
C-C bond lengths of 1.33 A˚. The allylenide anion can be thought of as deprotonated
propadiene (C3H4), in which the C atoms form a linear assembly which are isoelec-
tronic to CO2. Allylenides are found in few inorganic compounds and until recently
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Figure 7.3: Experimental and predicted crystal structures of Mg-C. Carbon and
metal atoms are represented as red and grey circles, respectively. Lower right: The
coordination polyhedrons of C2/m- (cube) and Immm-MgC2 (tridecahedron).
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were only shown to exist in Sc3C4 [183] and Mg2C3 [172], they have, however, also
been found more recently in R4C7 (R=Y,Ho,Er,Tm,Lu), R5Re2C7 (R=Sc,Er,Tm,Lu),
Ca3C3Cl2, Ca2LiC3H and Ca11E3C8 (E=Sn,Pb) [184–188]. In Mg2C3 every Mg is 4-
fold coordinated with the C4−3 units.
The predicted C2/m-MgC structure contains linear C3 allylenides and single C
atoms. C-C bond lengths are 1.33 A˚ in the C3 units similar to that found in Mg2C3.
Similar to the antiflourite structure (Mg2C) the single C atom in C2/m-MgC is 8-
fold coordinated with the surrounding cations; the Mg ions surround the C atom to
form a distorted cube with two of the C-Mg distances being longer (2.53 A˚) than the
other six (2.33 A˚). Predicted Immm-MgC contains C2 dumbbells. The dumbbells are
oriented along the a axis of the orthorhombic cell and form an efficient packing scheme
with the surrounding Mg ions; they have a high nine-fold coordination number with
the surrounding cations (compared to the six-fold coordination in P42/mnm-MgC2)
achieving a low volume per atom (at 20 GPa: 5.8% and 6.1% lower than P42/mnm-
MgC2 and Mg2C3, respectively). The inset on the lower right of figure 7.3 shows the C
to Mg coordination polyhedrons of C2/m- (cube) and Immm-MgC2 (tridecahedron).
During the exploration of MgC2 the most favorable structure found contained
pentagonal five-member C rings. This peculiar five-member ring arrangement of C
atoms may be a natural trait of MgC2 as a similar feature was found in the structure
predicted by Srepusharawoot et al. [25] In this new phase (C2/m-MgC2) the pen-
tagonal rings combine to form one dimensional C chains. Each chain is composed of
pairs of C rings; these rings share two C atoms and one side of each of their respective
pentagons. Each two-ring pentagonal pair is separated from its nearest two-ring pair








































































Figure 7.4: Electronic density of states of the Mg-C binary compounds. The Fermi
level (or top of the valence bands) is indicated by the dotted blue horizontal line.
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7.4 Electronic structure
The electronic density of states of the binary compounds at ambient pressure
are highlighted in figure 7.4. The majority of these structures exhibit semiconduc-
tor properties displaying band gaps that range from 0.74 eV, in antiflourite-type
Fm3¯m-Mg2C, to 2.55 eV, in orthorhombic P42/mnm-MgC2. The semiconductors




4−), Fm3¯m-Mg2C ((Mg2+)2C4−) and Pnnm-Mg2C3 ((Mg2+)2C4−3 ).
The two metallic structures are Immm-MgC and C2/m-MgC2. Once again, the
metallic nature of polyanionic carbides appears in C2/m-MgC2 as seen for CaC2
and Li2C2 in the previous chapter. However, Immm-MgC is metallic even though
it contains C2 dumbbells in its structure. The dumbbells (C
4−
2 ) in this structure
are formally isoelectronic to oxygen (O2) which contains two electrons in its highest
energy antibonding pi (pi∗) MOs. This results in a much longer C-C bond in Immm-
MgC (1.37 A˚) than in the MgC2 dumbbell structures (1.26 A˚), but because this
system is metallic the electrons are not localized in pi∗.
7.5 Summary
We have analyzed the metastable nature of the Mg-C binary compounds and pre-
dicted several new phases of MgC2 and MgC with the use of first principles structure
prediction. Though the predicted phases are dynamically stable (cf. appendix C),
they are thermodynamically unstable with respect to the pure elements (similar to
the experimentally known structures). Only Mg2C is found be thermodynamically
stable at pressures above about 12 GPa. The predicted phases of MgC (Immm and
C2/m) both show a higher energetic favorability to the experimentally known phase
P42/mnm-MgC2 at ambient pressure. At pressures above 13 GPa all predicted phases
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(Immm-,C2/m-MgC and C2/m-MgC2) show a higher energetic stability than both
experimentally known compounds; C2/m-MgC2 is more energetically favorable than
the other MgC2 (P42/mnm and I4/mmm) phases across all pressure ranges under
investigation.
In order to study the thermodynamic stability of the Mg-C systems we calculated
the thermodynamic and ionic relationships of the alkaline earth metal carbides MC2
(M=Be,Mg,Ca,Sr and Ba). We found that the lighter alkaline earth metals (Be and
Mg) show a high contrast in energetic stability in comparison to the heavier metals
(Ca, Sr and Ba). This contrast also appears in our ionicity studies as there is visibly
a correlation between energetic stability and ionicity within the MC2 systems.
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Chapter 8
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE II-V SEMICONDUCTORS ZnSb AND ZnAs
8.1 Introduction
Thermoelectric materials can be used to recover wasted heat energy by converting
it into electric power. As such, these materials have gained a lot of attention in
recent years because of the ever growing energetic problems and because of the recent
advances in the search for more efficient thermoelectric materials [189]. In the last
several decades a number of new materials have been investigated that show high
thermoelectric efficiency, such as PbTe, ZnSb, and TAGS [190].
Among the known thermoelectric materials ZnSb is one of the most promising in
the temperature range between 400 and 600 K, which is the range ideal for automo-
tive waste heat recovery. There are only a limited number of efficient thermoelectric
materials known in this temperature range. It is well known that compounds com-
posed of Zn and Sb are highly efficient thermoelectrics, and unlike other compounds
they are not composed of highly toxic elements (e.g. Tellerium in PbTe and TAGS).
For instance, β-Zn4Sb3 is known to be an extremely efficient thermoelectric material
(zT≈1.3 at 650 K)[191]. It is generally believed that if the thermoelectric efficiency
of materials could exceed zT≈1 the number of applications for which thermolectrics
could be applied to would greatly increase [192].
This chapter is the theoretical research on the II-V semiconductor ZnSb and its
related isotypic structure ZnAs in order to better understand the properties of these
systems in light of their thermoelectric importance. ZnSb, CdSb, ZnAs, and CdAs
are the only four equiatomic II-V semiconductors known [193, 194], they all crystal-
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lize with the orthorhombic CdSb structure type (space group Pbca). All four com-
pounds have been experimentally synthesized, but the arsenides require high pressure
techniques and only the properties of the antimonides have been well characterized
[195–199]. ZnSb and CdSb have the characteristics of good thermoelectric materials:
narrow, indirect, band gaps and multivalley conduction and valence bands (which re-
sults in a high thermopower), and strongly isotropic transport properties associated
with their orthorhombic symmetry [200, 201].
Unlike the technologically important and proverbial III-V and II-VI semiconduc-
tors, the II-V semiconductors have not received as much attention. The II-V semicon-
ductors show a peculiar bonding in contrast to the well-characterized tetrahedrally
bonded III-V and II-VI systems. For instance, the II-V systems exhibit a band gap in
spite of the fact that they have 3.5 valence electrons (as opposed to four in the tetra-
hedrally bonded systems). There are two competing views of the electronic structure
of the II-V semiconductors; covalent bonding or an ionic description. The first at-
tempts to understand the electronic nature of these materials was made with CdSb
by Mooser in 1956 in a description of covalent bonding with two-center, two-electron
bonds [202]. After Mooser, Velicky and Frei proposed a covalent bonding descrip-
tion that involved a electron deficient multi-center bond entity within CdSb [203]. In
the ionic description the II-V semiconductors are visualized as Zintl phases. In this
description there is a charge transfer from the cation to the anion (II to V), which
yields II2+ and V2− . Now, in order for the V2− to form an electronic octet it forms
a covalent bond with another V2− , forming a dumbbell of V4−2 . This description has
carried some weight as there are V2 dumbbells within the CdSb-type structures and
it has been used to describe both ZnSb and Zn4Sb3 [204–206].
As of this work there has been no consensus between the covalent and ionic views,
this is significant as the two descriptions are exceptionally dissimilar. There have
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been several electronic structure studies of these systems, mostly in reference to CdSb,
however, no arsenides have been studied. These studies have shown that these systems
do exhibit complex multivalley bands with narrow band gaps [207–210].
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 8.2 the first principles computa-
tional procedure is described. Section 8.3 describes the crystal structure and electronic
structure relationships between the II-VI and III-V tetrahedrally bonded zinc blende
systems and II-V ZnSb and ZnAs. Sections 8.4 and 8.5 analyze the chemical bonding
and ionicities. Lattice dynamics and thermodynamic properties of II-V systems are
described in section 8.6, and a brief summary is given in section 8.7.
8.2 First principles calculation details
Theoretical calculations of the electronic structure and total energies of cubic II-
VI (II = Zn, VI = Se, Te) and III-V (III= Ga, V = As, Sb), and orthorhombic II-V
(II = Zn, Mg; V = As, Sb) systems were performed by means of the first princi-
ples all-electron projector augmented waves (PAW) method [43, 44] as implemented
in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [48–51]. Exchange-correlation
effects were treated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization [40]. The structures were relaxed
with respect to volume, lattice parameters, and atom positions. Forces were con-
verged to better than 1x10−3 eV/A˚. The equilibrium volume was determined by
fitting to a third order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state [66]. The integration over
the Brillouin zone (BZ) was done on a grid of special k-points with size 11x11x11
(6x6x6 for equation of state) determined according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme
[112] using Gaussian smearing to determine the partial occupancies for each wave-
function.
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For calculations involving structure relaxation the energy cutoff was set to 360 eV
(Zn-V and Zn-VI), 275 eV (Mg-V, GaAs) and 225 eV (GaSb). Band structure calcu-
lations and calculations that obtained the charge densities (including Bader analysis
[61]) used a high energy cutoff of 500 eV and the linear tetrahedron method with
Blo¨chl correction [113] for BZ integration. To achieve a high accuracy for the Bader
analysis the mesh for the augmentation charges was substantially increased. The
error of calculated Bader charges is smaller than 0.01 e/atom.
Maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) were calculated for ZnSb with
the Abinit program [52–54] package, using GGA-PBE as the exchange correlation
and the wannier90 package [63–65] as a library. GGA-PBE pseudopotentials were
provided by the Abinit website. These pseudopotentials are norm conserving and were
generated using the fhi98PP package [114]. A 6x6x6 Monkhorst Pack k-point grid
optimized for symmetry and a planewave energy cutoff of 35 Hartree (∼950 eV) was
employed. The structural parameters corresponded to the relaxed structure obtained
from the VASP calculations described above.
8.3 Crystal structure and electronic structure relationships
In order to understand the electronic structure of the II-V systems, we first look at
the cubic zinc blende analog compounds GaSb and GaAs (III-V), and ZnTe and ZnSe
(II-VI). These systems all have the same space group, F43¯m, where all the atoms
are four-coordinated and bonded to neighboring atoms via two-center, two-electron
(2c2e) bonds. The structural framework of these tetrahedrally bonded systems is
shown in figure 8.1a and figure 8.1b. In constrast to the zinc blende structures the
II-V ZnSb and ZnAs systems are orthorhombic with space group Pbca, they contain
eight formula units in the primitive crystal cell and are yielded by an exchange of
Ga(III) for Zn(II) and Te/Se(VI) for Sb/As(V) [193, 194].
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Figure 8.1: (a) Zinc blende analog structures of GaSb, GaAs, ZnTe,and ZnSe. (b)
The tetrahedral framework of the zinc blende structures and the four-fold coordina-
tion. (c) The CdSb-type II-V structures. Tetrahedral frameworks are placed around
each Zn atom. (d) A visualization of the edge sharing of the of the ZnV4 tetrahedra
and the coordination of the atoms in the CdSb-type structures. The Zn2V2 rhomboid
ring is highlighted by bold bonds. Metal atoms - cyan circles; semimetal atoms - red
circles.
Reprinted figure with permission from Benson et. al., Phys. Rev. B 84, 125211
(2011). Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society [211].
It is possible to also depict the II-V compounds from a tetrahedral framework
picture similar to that of the zinc blende structural framework. In order to do this to
the II-V systems however, not only must the corners of each tetrahedron be shared,
but also the edges. This edge sharing naturally brings the center of two edge-sharing
tetrahedrons close together and creates short Zn-Zn distances (cf. figure 8.1c). Be-
cause of this unique structural arrangement, every atom in these II-V systems has a
five-fold coordination with one like and four unlike neighbors. Interestingly, due to
the edge sharing of the tetrahedrons we can see that there are planar rhomboid rings
composed of Zn2V2, in which every atom in the crystal takes part (see figure 8.1d).
These rings contain the short Zn-Zn contact. Each rhomboid ring is surrouned by
10 neighboring rings. Within the ac layer, each rhomboid ring is surrounded by six
neighboring rings as shown in figure 8.2a. Within this plane, one ring is connected
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to the Zn atom and two are connected to the V atoms. This planar connectivity
leaves one coordination site per atom to be bound in the third dimension (b direc-
tion), giving each ring two connections up and two connections down as shown in
figure 8.2b.
The structural parameters for the cubic structures GaSb, GaAs, ZnTe, and ZnSe,
obtained from computational relaxation are shown in table 8.1. Within an obvious
volume overestimation (typical for GGA) of 6% for the Ga compounds and 4% for the
Zn compounds the parameters are in good agreement with those found by experiment
[212]. Our parameters are in complete agreement with earlier findings for the II-VI







Figure 8.2: Rhomboid rings of the CdSb-type structure. The figure shows (a) the
ac plane showing the layer of interconnected rings and (b) two layers of rhomboid
rings along the c direction showing the glide operation. The layers are differentiated
by dark and pale colors. Metal atoms - cyan circles; semimetal atoms - red circles
[211].
Experimentally, at 300 K the cubic systems GaSb, GaAs, ZnTe and ZnSe all
have direct band gaps of 0.73, 1.42, 2.39, and 2.82 eV, respectively [220]. The II-V
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Table 8.1: Structure parameters and band gaps of the zinc blende compounds (ex-
perimental values [212] are given in parentheses) [211].
Compound Lattice Parameter (A˚) Interatomic distance (A˚) Band gap (eV)
GaSb 6.225 (6.096) 2.696 (2.637) 0 (0.75)
ZnTe 6.186 (6.103) 2.678 (2.643) 1.08 (2.39)
GaAs 5.763 (5.658) 2.496 (2.450) 0.17 (1.52)
ZnSe 5.743 (5.687) 2.487 (2.463) 1.16 (2.82)
compounds are also semiconductors, even though they only have an electron count
of 3.5 electrons/atom. Though ZnSb and ZnAs are semiconductors their electronic
structure is not the same as the cubic systems; the size of their band gap is consider-
ably reduced. Experimentally only the band gap of ZnSb is known, it has an indirect
band gap of 0.5 eV [221].
The theoretical band structures derived from the computed equilibrium structures
are shown in figure 8.3. Unfortunately the band gaps are smaller than those found
experimentally, this is due to the underbinding of GGA-PBE and the well known fact
that DFT greatly underestimates the band gaps of the cubic III-V and II-VI systems
[214–219]. This effect operates on ZnSb as well as the calculated value for its band
gap is 0.05 eV. The calculated value for the band gap of ZnAs is 0.3 eV which means
that its experimental band gap is probably greater than 1 eV. ZnAs displays a larger
band gap than ZnSb, which is logical when also observing that the gap of GaAs is
greater than GaSb, and the gap of ZnSe is greater than ZnTe. The band structures
of ZnSb and ZnAs are very similar to the band structure of CdSb [210]. The band
structures of these systems display a multi valley characteristic. For all systems the
local maxima of the valence band can be found at X and Z and the absolute maximum
can be found between Γ and X. In the conduction band the absolute minimum can
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be found between Γ and Z and local minima can be found along the lines Γ-X and
Γ-Y .



































Figure 8.3: Band structures of GaSb, ZnSb, ZnTe, GaAs, ZnAs, and ZnSe at their
theoretical equilibrium volume. The band structures are zeroed to the top of the
valence band, which is shown by a horizontal line [211].
8.4 Chemical Bonding
Because the II-V semiconductors exhibit a tetrahedral framework, along with the
classic III-V and II-VI cubic systems, it is a natural progression to attempt to transfer
the electronic bonding patterns of the cubic systems to the II-V systems. That is,
assign each atom in the II-V systems a basis set of four sp3 hybrid orbitals as shown in
figure 8.4. In this arrangement, bonds that connect between different rhomboid rings
are considered 2c2e bonds. Since there are 10 interconnecting 2c2e ring-ring bonds
for each rhomboid ring, there are six orbitals left for bonding within the rhomboid
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rings. Or to think of it another way, each ring has a total of 14 electrons available
for bonding, 10 are used in ring-ring 2c2e bonds leaving four electrons for bonding
within the rhomboid ring. Two of these resultant molecular orbitals are bonding
with four electrons occupying them. These rings then have four-center, four-electron
(4c4e) bonding. Though this description has been used before for CdSb [203] and
ZnSb [222], it has never been explicitly extracted from first-principles.
Figure 8.4: The multicenter (4c4e) bond in the Zn2V2 rhomboid rings. (a) The ring
and its connecting 2c2e bonds as shown for the ZnSb structure. For Zn-Sb bonds, r1
and r2 represent the two different connecting distances within the ring, and c1 and
c2 represent the ring-linking distances. (b) The sp3 hybrid orbitals assumed in the
rhomboid ring. (c) The two bonding molecular orbitals [211].
It should be noted that the distribution of atomic distances (cf. Table 8.2) reflect
these bonding patterns (both multicenter 4c4e within the rhomboid rings and the
ring-linking 2c2e bonds). The Zn-V 2c2e bond distances between rings closely match
those of the corresponding III-V and II-VI systems (Ga-Sb, Zn-Te = 2.68-2.70/2.64 A˚
(calc/exp); Ga-As,Zn-Se = 2.49-2.50/2.45-2.46 (calc/exp); cf. Table 8.1). The Zn-V
ring linking distances are at least 0.1 A˚ shorter than that of the interatomic distances
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within the rhomboid rings. The short II-II bonds within the rings are produced by
the unusual nature of the multicenter bonding and the short V-V distances relate to
ring-ring connecting 2c2e bonds.
Table 8.2: Computational structural parameters and band gaps of CdSb-type II-V
compounds (experimental values are given in parentheses) [211].
Parameter ZnSb ZnAs MgSb MgAs
a (A˚) 6.287 (6.202) 5.751 (5.679) 6.337 5.828
b (A˚) 7.824 (7.742) 7.342 (7.277) 8.535 7.920
c (A˚) 8.229 (8.100) 7.659 (7.559) 8.592 7.934
V (A˚3) 404.8 (388.9) 323.4(312.4) 4464.7 366.2
II-x 0.4598 (0.4586) 0.5395 (0.5300) 0.4670 0.5320
II-y 0.1060 (0.1128) 0.6164 (0.6140) 0.1239 0.6340
II-z 0.8731 (0.8680) 0.6337 (0.6390) 0.8577 0.6417
V-x 0.1416 (0.1420) 0.1367 (0.1410) 0.1527 0.1491
V-y 0.0830 (0.0812) 0.0739 (0.0760) 0.0734 0.0627
V-z 0.1094 (0.1077) 0.1015 (0.1000) 0.1006 0.0962
d(II-II) (A˚) 2.71 (2.81) 2.71 (2.70) 3.26 3.11
d(II-V) r1 (A˚) 2.80 (2.77) 2.61 (2.61) 2.92 2.71
d(II-V) r2 (A˚) 2.91 (2.90) 2.72 (2.62) 2.96 2.75
d(II-V) c1 (A˚) 2.69 (2.64) 2.50 (2.47) 2.86 2.65
d(II-V) c2 (A˚) 2.70 (2.66) 2.53 (2.49) 2.88 2.69
d(V-V) (A˚) 2.85 (2.78) 2.46 (2.46) 2.88 2.52
Band gap (eV) 0.05 (0.51) 0.30 0.92 1.11
In order to better understand the multicenter bonding within the rhomboid rings
we analyzed the deformation charge densities. Deformation charge density analy-
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sis is a typical way to evaluate bonding properties [223]. The deformation charge
density, ∆ρ, is obtained via subtracting the charge density of a superposition of all
the non-interacting atoms i in the system from the total crystal charge density ρtot:




The deformation charge density ∆ρ for the tetrahedrally bonded zinc blende sys-
tems is highlighted in figure 8.5. Clearly these systems show pronounced charge
accumulation along the line of the bonds, which is associated with classical 2c2e
bonding. In GaSb the maximum deformation charge density is shown at the center of
the GaSb bond. But in the other systems, such as ZnSe, the maximum of the defor-
mation charge density shifts towards the more electronegative atom, which displays
the higher polarity of these systems. Because the values of ∆ρ depend on the unit
cell volume, the values of ∆ρ is higher in GaAs and ZnSe, than in GaSb and ZnTe
(cf. Table 8.1).
The deformation densities for ZnSb and ZnAs are shown in figure 8.6. The ∆ρ
closely matches the characteristics of that of the zinc blende systems for the ring-
linking 2c2e bonds of II-V and V-V. The values of ∆ρ along the Zn-V bonds corre-
spond well to values seen in the II-VI zinc blende systems (i.e. ZnSb for ZnTe and
ZnAs for ZnSe) and the V-V bonds are not differentiable from the II-V bonds in terms
of their deformation densities. These attributes clearly point towards 2c2e bonding
for ring-linking bonds.
However, within the rhomboid rings a different picture develops. Here the mul-
ticenter bonding is clearly shown as ∆ρ lies somewhere within the Zn2V triangles
and not along the interatomic lines. Due to the multicenter nature of these bonds
the values of ∆ρ are also reduced in comparison to the 2c2e bonds. It should be
noted that ∆ρ is slightly shifted towards the side of one of the Zn-V bonds, this is
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Figure 8.5: The deformation charge density, ∆ρ, in the zinc blend structures (GaSb,
ZnTe, GaAs and ZnSe). The contour map is shown for the (110) plane. A color change
represents an isoline and the center of the interatomic distance is represented by a
white circle [211].
maximum values of ∆ρ shift towards the shorter Zn-V bond. Multicenter bonding
has been known to exist in other systems as well, for instance in B it is also found
within triangles connecting the B12 icosahedrons [224].
We have also used the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) to ana-
lyze the bonding nature of these II-V systems as shown in figure 8.7 for ZnSb. The
Wannier functions display the real space representation of the electronic structure via
a transformation of the Bloch wavefunctions (see section 2.3.2). The MLWF calcu-
lations were preformed over all 68 occupied valence bands of ZnSb, a corresponding
68 MLWFs were found. 40 of the MLWFs found corresponded to the highly localized




































Figure 8.6: The deformation charge density distribution in ZnSb (top) and ZnAs
(bottom). Contour maps are shown for the plane corresponding to the rhomboid
rings and planes along ring connecting bonds. A color change represents an isoline
[211].
and eight to the 4c4e bonds of the rhomboid rings. Similar to that found for the defor-
mation charge densities the MLWFs corresponding to the rhomboid rings are clearly
located within the triangles (Zn2Sb) of the rhomboid rings and shifted towards the
edge of the triangle that corresponds to the shorter Zn-Sb distance. Also, the MLWFs
associated with Zn-Sb and Sb-Sb 2c2e bonds are clearly located along the lines of the
bonds and shifted towards the more electronegative atoms (in the case of Zn-Sb).
From our analysis and the confirmation of both the deformation charge densities














Figure 8.7: Maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) in ZnSb. (a) Isosur-
face of Zn-d type MLWF (red for positive and blue for negative values). (b) Contour
maps for MLWFs associated with the multicenter bonded rhomboid ring, a 2c2e Sb-
Sb bond, a c1-type 2c2e Zn-Sb bond (see figure 8.4), and a c2-type 2c2e Zn-Sb bond
(from top left, counterclockwise). The broken white lines seperate positive from neg-
ative values [211].
covalent bonding nature where rings of multicenter bonds (4c4e) are connected to
one another via classical 2c2e bonds.
8.5 Ionicity
To complete our understanding of the electronic structures of the II-V compounds,
we turn to the analysis of their ionicity. The earlier proposed Zintl phase (II2+)2(V2)
4−
description of these compounds, which requires high ionicity, does not fit into our
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covalent description of the chemical bonding. The ionicity of the tetrahedral F43¯m
structures has been extensively studied, and related physical properties have been
explored. However, there are only a few different combinations of the CdSb-type
structures, which indicates that the structural framework of these II-V semiconductors
may be dependent on ionic properties and the range of the ionicity of these structures
would be rather low.
In order to probe the ionic properties of ZnSb and ZnAs, we contrast them with
the hypothetical compounds MgSb and MgAs, which are both in the CdSb structure.
The reason for the use of Mg is that it is far more electropositive than Zn, but among
the alkali earth metals it is the closest in size to Zn (in its ionic and metallic radius).
The MgV structures were relaxed to equilibrium and their structural parametes are
shown in table 8.2. At equilibrium volumes MgV has a volume greater than ZnV by
about 15%. This volume increase is rather isotropic, however, as the b axis expands
by about 8% while the a axis is almost unchanged. All II-V distances within MgV
are expanded, but the V-V distance is only slightly elongated, which suggests the
maintenance of the V-V 2c2e bond. Interestingly, the II-II bond in MgV is greatly
increased over that found in ZnV, suggesting a loss of the 4c4e bond when using
II = Mg.
Figure 8.8 shows the band structures of the hypothetical MgV compounds. While
the indirect nature of the bands is maintained in the II = Mg structures the band
gap is dramatically larger than that found in II = Zn (cf. Table 8.2 and Figure 8.3 ).
Deformation charge density analysis was also performed on the MgV systems and the
results are shown in figure 8.9. It appears as though the integrity of the V-V bond is
maintained when viewing ∆ρ along these bonds in the MgV systems, however, ∆ρ is
far more closely associated to the V atom in the Mg-V bonds. Within the rhomboids
the charge distribution of ∆ρ is wrapped tightly around the more electronegative
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V atom (when in comparison the ZnV systems), appearing almost ring-like. This



















Figure 8.8: The band structures of MgSb and MgAs structures at their computa-
tionally relaxed equilibrium volumes. The horizontal line marks the top of the valence
band [211].
As the deformation charge densities point towards polarity in the II = Mg systems,
we use Bader analysis to quantify the ionic properties of the MgV, ZnV, and the
tetrahedral zinc blende systems. In the Bader approach, regions in space associated
with an atom are defined as surfaces through which the gradient of the charge density
has zero flux [61]. It is then possible to integrate up the charge density within regions
associated with a particular nucleus to find the total charge associated with that
nucleus [225]. All structures (both CdSb-type and zinc blende-type) contain just two
Wyckoff positions for the metal and semimetal atoms respectively. This allows the
direct comparison of Bader charges between the different structures, because there is
only one type of symmetry equivalent metal and semimetal atom in the structures.
The results from our Bader analysis calculations are shown in table 8.3. The charges
for the GaV systems are quite low, GaSb has the lowest ionicity with charges of ±0.3.


































Figure 8.9: The deformation charge density distribution in MgSb (top) and MgAs
(bottom). Contour maps are shown for the plane corresponding to the rhomboid
rings and planes along ring connecting bonds. A color change represents an isoline
[211].
In the Zn-VI systems, the ionicity is much more pronounced with the lowest ionicity
being found in ZnTe with charges of ±1.5. Among the CdSb structures, the ZnV
systems display a significantly low ionicity, with Bader charges being even lower than
that found in GaV compounds. These compounds have low ionicity even though Ga
is more electronegative than Zn. Finally, the ionicity of the MgV systems is clearly
higher than that which was found for the ZnV systems and their ionicity is on the
order of the ZnVI compounds.
In summary, the analysis of the deformation charge densities, ∆ρ, which is sup-
ported by our Bader analysis, corroborates the covalent bonding picture of the ZnV
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Table 8.3: The integrated atomic charges of Bader analysis [211].
Zinc blende structure CdSb structure
GaSb ±0.298 ZnSb ±0.265
GaAs ±0.615 ZnAs ±0.473
ZnTe ±1.510 MgSb ±1.415
ZnSe ±1.729 MgAs ±1.481
CdSb-type structures. The analysis of ∆ρ suggests that the multicenter 4c4e bond-
ing picture in the rhomboid rings is lost when the ionicity of CdSb-type structure
is increased and the structures would then develop into Zintl phases. This structure
type does not, however, seem to allow for ionic Zintl phases; MgV compounds do
not exist. Binary compounds Mg3V2 do exist, but they are constructed from Mg
2+
and V3− and they contain no close V-V or II-II (Mg-Mg) contacts [226]. There have
been experimental attempts to replace Mg with Zn in zinc antimonides but they have
resulted in phase segregation [227].
8.6 Phonon dispersion relations and thermodynamics
The mixed 2c2e and multicentered bonding displayed in the II-V semiconductors
led to the question: could their unique electronic structure lead to the low thermal
conductivity seen in these systems? Does the CdSb-type crystal structure contain
peculiar vibrational dynamics which were earlier alluded to in Zn4Sb3 [228]? Do they
display large anharmonicities? In order to answer these questions we explored the
dynamical stability and assessed the heat capacity (CV ) of the II-V semiconductors
via ab initio phonon calculations in the harmonic approximation. Figure 8.10 (left)
and figure 8.10 (right) show the phonon dispersion relations for ZnSb and ZnAs,
respectively, at their theoretical equilibrium volumes. Because of the similar nature
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of the two structures there is a similarity in the general shape of the two dispersion
relations. The most obvious difference between the dispersion relations of ZnSb and
ZnAs is the higher maximum frequency and larger dispersion of the bands within
ZnAs. This can easily be explained, however, by the higher mass of Sb (122 amu)
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Figure 8.10: Phonon dispersion relations of ZnSb (left) and ZnAs (right).
Our theoretical results for the dispersion relations of the II-V systems are corrobo-
rated via the experimental measurements of the specific heat and the isotropic atomic
displacement parameters Uiso of ZnSb. The theoretical properties of the specific heat
and Uiso are generated directly from the phonon mode frequencies and eigenvectors as
shown in section 2.4 [83], and are valuable for comparison with experimental results.
The temperature-dependent, constant pressure specific heat of ZnSb was measured
from 2 to 300 K using a quasi-adiabatic step heating technique as implemented in the
physical property measurement system (PPMS) of Quantum Design, the uncertainty
of measurement was estimated to be below 5%. The atomic displacement parameters
were determined from single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. Data collected
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at 80 K and below used a closed cycle He-cryostat system with a rotating anode
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Figure 8.11: The specific heat of ZnSb (left) and ZnAs (right). The theoretical
results (CV ) are represented by a solid red line and the experimental measurements
(CP ) by the dashed green line with crosses.
Figure 8.11 shows the specific heat of ZnSb (left) and ZnAs (right) from theory
(CV ), calculated at constant volume under the harmonic approximation, and experi-
ment (CP ), measured under constant pressure. The figure shows a clear agreement of
the theory and experiment with a maximum deviation of only a few percent around
100 K. Even at temperatures above 200 K there is very little deviation between CV
and CP showing clearly that anharmonicities do not contribute greatly to the vibra-
tional properties of ZnSb or ZnAs. The isotropic atomic displacement parameters
of ZnSb are represented in figure 8.12. The experimental values of Uiso are fairly



















Figure 8.12: The isotropic displacement parameters Uiso of ZnSb. Solid lines rep-
resent theoretical calculations and the dashed lines with square boxes represent ex-
perimental measurements. The upper red curves show Uiso of Zn and the two lower
green curves that of Sb.
slightly larger than the experimental results at higher temperatures. Zn, being the
lighter element in the compound, has a higher displacement throughout all tempera-
ture ranges, meaning that Zn vibrates with a larger amplitude than Sb via thermal
effects. The displacement parameters scale with temperature and become large as
the temperature becomes high. At 0 K (zero-point motion) Zn’s Uiso is about 0.001
A˚2 higher than Sb’s, and this difference continues to increase to around 0.01 A˚2 at
400 K.
As a result of our ab initio modelling of the vibrational properties of ZnSb and
ZnAs we saw no vibrational peculiarities or large anharmonic effects that could lead
to the low thermal conductivity of these materials. Further analysis of the vibrational
modes is needed. It may be possible to find phonon modes that display anharmonic
properties which illiminate thermal conductivity within the crystals.
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8.7 Summary
We have studied electronic structure, chemical bonding and lattice dynamics of
the II-V semiconductors ZnSb and ZnAs. Via analysis of the electronic properties,
both compounds are confirmed to display semiconductor properties with indirect band
gaps and multi-valley conduction and valence bands. By investigation of the deforma-
tion charge densities and maximally localized Wannier functions a covalent bonding
description is firmly established. The II-V semiconductors exhibit sp-bonding with
multicenter (4c4e) bonded rhomboid rings (Zn2V2), which are connected to each other
by classic two-center, two-electron bonds. This scenario provides a precise electron
count of 3.5 e/atom. This bonding is only possible with low ionicities, which we
quantitatively establish via Bader charge analysis.
Boron and boron-rich metal borides are the archetypes of sp-bonded electron-poor
semiconductors. The II-V semiconductors with mixed multicentered and two-center
bonding are similar to that found in such boron compounds. In the II-V systems
rhomboid rings II2V2 form the primary electronic and structural building blocks while
in the boron compounds they are formed from icosahedral clusters. Within the α-
rhombohedral boron structure multicenter bonded icosahedral clusters are linked to
one another via 2c2e and 3c2e bonds [224, 229]. The electron count in II-V compounds
is higher than that of the boron compounds (3 e/atom), which implies that the fraction
of multicenter bonding will be lower in these compounds. In terms of bonding and
structure the weakly ionic II-V semiconductors may be interpreted as forming a bridge
between the boron compounds and the tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors (with an
electron count of 4 e/atom) [230]. The coordination number in these compounds also
reflects this analysis. In boron, the coordination number is six or seven, in the two II-
V semiconductors it is five, and it is four in the tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors.
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Because of the interesting bonding properties of these II-V semiconductors we
hypothesized that the structures might contain peculiar or unique lattice dynam-
ics. In order to explore this, theoretical density functional perturbation calculations
were performed and phonon dispersion relations were obtained. However, our results
showed no unique or peculiar lattice dynamics in these systems and comparisons to
experimentally measured specific heats and atomic displacement parameters showed
that these II-V systems display little anharmonicity. This leaves the origin of the
unusually low thermal conductivity seen in these materials unknown. Future work
is needed to characterize the full thermal properties of the CdSb-type systems. A
rigorous analysis of the vibrational modes within these systems may lead to a better




This report contains the exploration of various condensed matter systems via the
use of modern methods of computational quantum mechanics. We investigated the
hydride materials KSiH3 and K2SiH6 and thermoelectric binary compounds ZnSb and
ZnAs. The hypervalent and charged ions SiH2−6 within A2SiH6 displayed polar, weak
Si-H bonding, which reduced their Si-H stretching frequencies with respect to the
normalvalent but charged SiH−3 in KSiH3, and greatly reduced them with respect to
normalvalent-uncharged silane, SiH4. During the analysis of the II-V compounds we
explored the hypothesized four-center, four-electron bonds within the Zn2V2 rhom-
boid rings using ab initio electronic structure investigations, and in contrast to the
ionic description, we firmly established the presence of multicentered bonding within
these electron-poor systems. Research into materials such as these is essential for a
society that eventually wants to become independent of fossil fuels. This research
leads to a better understanding of the materials themselves and also gives a broader
knowledge of available research applications that can be used on similar systems.
Further study into the hydrides and the II-V semiconductors would be illuminat-
ing. Would it be possible to find other stable compounds containing hydrogen rich
ions such as SiH2−6 ? Structure prediction could be the doorway for research into this
area. As of the writing of this dissertation there are no publications on the theoreti-
cal thermal conductivity or Seebeck coefficients of ZnSb or ZnAs. In short, currently
there are no calculations of the figure of merit of the II-V CdSb-type semiconductors.
A natural progression of the investigation of these systems would be to work towards
a full description of the ZnV compounds from theoretical calculations.
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We also probed energetics and physical properties of the carbide materials (Li-,
Ca-, and Mg-C) under high pressure. This resulted in new, as of yet unknown,
carbide materials with intriguing properties. This research was divided into two el-
ements: 1) Joint theoretical and experimental, and 2) pure theoretical exploration.
The first element containing the study of the high pressure behavior of the binary
compounds Li2C2 and CaC2 is important for validation of the both the experimen-
tal measurements and theoretical calculations. We found that both systems undergo
pressure-induced phase transitions, are polymorphic under pressure, and at high pres-
sures become amorphous. The exciting research of the second element involved pure
theory from the initial discovery of the materials to the characterization of their prop-
erties. Many different phases of Li/Ca/Mg-C were discovered, including the interest-
ing high pressure phase Pnma-Li2C2, which matched experimental measurements
for phase transitions and C-C stretching frequencies, and the polymeric carbons of
Li/Ca/Mg-C, which add a new feature to carbon chemistry. Pure structure prediction
and analysis of this kind is unique; it leaves the responsibility of the discovery of the
materials, predicted purely from theory, in the hands of the experimentalists.
Ongoing research into these systems would naturally lead to exploration of dif-
ferent carbide compounds, such as intermediate (eg. LaC2) or covalent carbides (eg.
SiC). When and if the compounds are found experimentally, joint theoretical and ex-
perimental research could lead to deep assessment of the properties of these systems.
It would also be fascinating to see if there could be other Mg rich Mg-C carbides
(eg. Mg2C, Mg3C2) which show favorable enthalpies of formation, leading to possibly
unique properties and experimental exploration.
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Figure A.1: The dispersion relation (left) and corresponding phonon density of
states (right) of the predicted high pressure phase Pnma-Li2C2.
The dispersion relations and accompanying phonon density of states of the pre-
dicted high pressure phase Pnma-Li2C2 at 20 GPa is shown in figure A.1. The
dispersion curve shows the dynamical stability of the predicted compound.
The phonon calculations were performed using the Quantum Espresso package [56]
using a 6x6x6 k-point and 3x3x3 q-point grid according to Monkorst-Pack [112] and
the PBE exchange-correlation [40]. The plane-wave cutoff was set at 65 Ry using fixed
occupations. Norm conserving pseudopotentials were used of Troullier and Martins
[115] for Li and C.
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Figure B.1: The dispersion relations of the predicted phases of a) P 3¯m1-Li2C2, b)
Cmcm-Li2C2, c) Immm-CaC2 and d) Cmcm-CaC2.
The dispersion relations of the predicted phases of Li2C2 and CaC2, at equilibrium
pressure are shown in figure B.1. The lack of imaginary (negative) frequencies within
the dispersion curves shows the dynamical stability of these compounds.
The phonon calculations were performed using the Quantum Espresso package
[56] using a 6x6x6 k-point and 3x3x3 q-point grid according to Monkorst-Pack [112]
and the PBE exchange-correlation [40]. The plane-wave cutoff was set at 65 Ry.
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Figure C.1: The phonon dispersion relations of the newly predicted binary com-
pounds of MgC2 and MgC, and the hypothetical compound Mg2C
The dispersion relations of the newly predicted phases of MgC2 and MgC, and the
hypothetical phase Mg2C, at equilibrium pressure are shown in figure C.1. The lack
of imaginary (negative) frequencies within the dispersion curves shows the dynamical
stability of these compounds.
The phonon calculations were performed using the Quantum Espresso package [56]
using a 6x6x6 k-point (8x8x8 Mg2C) and 3x3x3 q-point (4x4x4 Mg2C) grid according
to Monkorst-Pack [112] and the PBE exchange-correlation [40]. The plane-wave cutoff
was set at 65 Ry. Norm conserving pseudopotentials were used of Troullier and
Martins [115] for Mg and C.
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